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COK4ERCIAL MICROFILM SYSTEMS

FOR

VENDOR PRODUCT INFORMATION AND SPECIFICATIONS

IN THE

SAVANNAH DISTRICT, CORS OF ENGINEERS

SECTION I: INTRODUCTION

This report presents the findings and recommendations result-
ing from a two-phase study conducted in the Savannah District, Corps
of Engineers to assess the utilization and costs of commercially avail-
able microfilm systems containing vendors' product information, Mil-
itary and Federal Specifications, and OCE (Office, Chief of Engineers)
Guide Specifications and to compare these systems with the utilization
and costs of counterpart collections of vendor catalogs and Specifi-
cations maintained in conventional hard copy forms.

The study was conducted as part of an ongoing Army Technical
Information Support Activities (TISA) project in the Savannah Dis-
trict, which began in 1968. The overall goals of this TISA project -

called the "Model Technical Library" project - are quoted from the
project Charter as follows: "(a) to develop, test, and evaluate a
modern highly effective technical infor.:ation facility that may be
related to Army-wide use" and "(b) to evaluate relevant techniques and
concepts of modern information technology."

Background and Purposes of the Study

Installation of microfilm systems, the Visual Search Microfilm
File (VSMF)* systems, began in the Savanznah District in January 1968,
almost two and one-half years prior to this study. At that time, one
16mm reader-printer and a complete Plant Engineering File were installed,
followed one year later (January 1969) by an 8mm satellite viewer with
the Architectural and Structural Sections only of the Plant Engineering
File. In June 1969, the District added the remaining Sections of the

*Supplied by Information Handling Services, Inc., Arlington, Virginia.
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Plant Enginceriuiy File for the 8mm satellite viewer, three more 8mm
satcllite viewers with complete Plant Engineering Files, plus 16nm
Military and Federal Specifications at~d OCE Guide Specifications
Fila for the main reader-printer installation. Finally, one addi-
tional 8mm satellite viewer with the complete Plant Engineering File
was acquired in January 1970.

The 16mm reader-printer, accompanied by the Plant Engineering
File and the Military and Federal Specifications and OCE Guide Speci-
fications Files, was installed in the Design Branch for centralized
use by all personnel. The five portable 8mm satellite viewers, with
Plant Engineering Files, were placed, one each, in the Mechanical,
Electrical, Structural, and Architectural SecLions of Design Branch
and in the Specifications and Estimating Section of the Service
Branch. Early in 1970, 16m and 8n VSMF Building Products Files
were installed, replacing all VSMF Plant Engineering Files, which
were discontinued by the supplier.

In very brief summary, the most important purpose of Phase I
of the study was to investigate District employees' use of the VSMF
microfilm systems for vendor catalog information and for specifications
as well as their use of vendors' catalogs and specifications in hard
copy forms to determine if these materials in hard copy forms could
feasibly be replaced by the microfilm systems. Although the major fo-
cus of the study was on the employees in the District Office in Savan-
nah, another purpose of Phase I was to investigate the possibility
that employees at certain outlying field offices, outside Savannah,
in Georgia, North Carolina, and South Carolina, might also need the
information support that microfilm systems of vendors' catalogs and
specifications can offer.

Since the study was conducted in the context of the District's
TISA project - the Model Technical Library project - a further study
aim was to determine the feasibility of relocating the systems to the
District Library, where the Library staff would be responsible for
maintaining these systems for the use of employees in the District
Office.

The purpose of Phase II of the study was to investigate var-
ious commercially available systems that deal with vendor product in-
formation and specifications on microfilm and to compare and evaluate
these competitive systems in relation to Savannah District employees
and their requirements for vendor product information and specifica-
tions, as these requirements were defined by the results of Phase I.
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The following three commercially available microfilm systcjis
were covered in the Phase- II investigation:

Visual Search Microfilm File (VSMF), available
from information Handling Services, Inc., a
Division of Indian Head, Inc.

Showcase Microfilm Librar'r (SKL)), available from
the Showcase Corporation.

Automated Information Manag *ment (AIM), available
from Specialized Business Services, Inc.

Herner and Company conducted Phase I of the study during an
approximate 16-week period, beginning in mid-May, 1970 and concluding
on August 31, 1970. In scope, the investigation covered all profes-
sional and technical employees in the Design Branch (the Branch Chief
and his staff, plus Electrical, Mechanical, Architectural, Structural,
Engineering Analysis Support, hydraulic Power Equipment, and Paving
and Grading Sections) and all professional and technical employees in
the Specifications and Estimating Section oF the Service Branch. Also
included were employees at two outlying sites selected by the Savannah
District: Construction Field Offices at Fort Gordon, Georgia, and at
Fort Bragg, North Carolina.

Phase II began just before the c.inclusion of the first study
phase, with data on the three competitive commercial systems being
collected at that time. After the findings were available from the
first phase, the three commercial systems were. compared and evalua-
ted in terms of their suitability for meeting the informational re-
quirements peculiar to employees in the Savannah District.

The findings and recommendations contained in this report were
originally presented in two separate volumes, one for the first and
one for the second phase of the study. At the request of TISA pro-
gram personnel, the findings and recommendations for both phases have
been combined into this single final report, with Sections II thtough
XI covering the results of Phase I and Section XII covering the re-
sults of Phase II.
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SECTION Li: S[U.DL4RY OF STUDY AiPPOACH AND MU1TIIODOLOGY

The major investigative technique employed in the first phase
was a face-to-face interview survey conducted with a representative
cross-section of District employees in the Sections where the VSMF
systems are installed and of the ernpicyees at each of the two
Field Construction Officei selected by the District (Fort Gordon
and Fort Bragg). To gather additional information concerning the
operation and maintenance of the systems under study, informal
discussions and interviews were also held with appropriate personnel
In the District Office, supplemented by or.-site examination and
observation of these system activities.

e Surve�y. Griiverse and S-ampling Plan

At the time the study was initiated, in mid-May, 1970,
there was a total of 85 District Office employees in the Sections
where VSMF systems were installed. This total excluded secretarial,
clerical, and other non-technical personnel. Using standard random
selection procedures, we drew a representative sample of 51 names
from this total universe (60 percent of the total). This sampling
plan was adopted purposely so that the interview sample would
include a representative sample of both users and non-users of
vundors' catalog information, of Military and Federal Specifications,
and of OCE Guide Specifications. The size of the sample, 60 percent,
was chosen because this would permi t us to draw inferences from
the interview results that would be statistically valid, with a
maximum sampling error of plus or minus 5 percent at the 0.90
confidence level.

As mentioned earlier in this report, the District designated
the Construction Field Offices at Fort Gordon, Georgia and Fort
Bragg, North Carolina as the two outlying District offices to be
included in the survey. From the total of 15 engineers and en-
gineering technicians at these two sites, we also drew a 60 percent
sample of 9 individuals for the survey.
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Tie Survey inst. rument

In ordr to ensure that data obtained from the interviewees
would be collected in a uniform manner, a structured interview
guide was designed and developed for the administration of the
f~ce-to-face interviews. The questions in the interview guide
(151 in total), were organized within the following framework:

Section I - General Background Information on Respondents

Section II - Use of Information on Vendors' Products,
Equipment, and Supplies

A. Use of this kind of information in
general

B. Use of VSMF system for this kind of
information

C. Use of hard copy catalogs for this
kind of information

D. Most recent instance when this kind
of information was used

Section III - Use of Military and Federal Specifications

A. Use of these specifications in
general

B. Use of VSMF system for these
specifications

C. Use of hard copy files of these
specifications

D. Most recent instance when these
specifications were used

Section IV - Use of OCE Guide Specifications

A. Use of these specifications in
general
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B. Use of VSMF system for these
specifications

C. Use of hard copy files of these
specifirations

D. Most recent instance when these
specifications were used

Section V - Experience and Training in Use of Microfilm
Systems

A. Prior experience in using micrc-
film systems similar in nature to
VSMF systems

B. Training or indoctrination received
in use of VSMF systems

As the forepoing outline shows, the interview questions
concerning vendors catalog information, Military and Federal
Specifications, and OCE Guide Specifications, in Sections II, III,
and IV, were posed in the same pattern and led from questions of
a more general nature to questions requiring increasingly more
detailed answers. Each of these three Sections culminated in a
"critical incident" question series - a technique whereunder each
respondent was asked to recall the must recent instance when he
had had a need to look for or to try to obtain catalog information
or a specification of the type under discussion. In employing
this technique, our aim was to elicit recent case history infor-
mation, '3 it were, that would help reveal the respondents' u3uai
informational practices and patterns of behavior and their at-
titudes toward the use of the VSMF systems in lieu of the hard
copy files or collections.

The tabulated responses to the questions posed in the
interview guide administered to District Office employees are
presented in Section XI of this report. The results obtained from
the interviews conducted at the two Constuction Field Offices,
where certain parts of the interview guide were omitted since no
VSMF systems are installed at field sites, are only summarized,
for brevity's sake, Section IX, where field requi:ements are dis-
cussed (Requirements of Employees in Outlying Field Offices).
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Conduct of the Survey_

After the interview guide was thoroughly pretested by

professional Herner and Company interviewers, the interviews

were conducted in Savannah during the period June 15 through

June 23 and at the field sites on June 24, 25, and 26. Two

senior interviewers administered all of the 60 interviews

I1
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SECTION III: DESCRIPTION AND ANNUAL COSTS OF VSMF SYSTEMS
AND OF THE DISTRICT'S HARD COPY COLLECTIONS

General Description of VSMF Systems

As stated in the Introduction to this report, the VSMF in-
stallation in the Savannah District includes the following equipment:
one 16mm microfilm reader-printer (3M Company Filmac 400C), located
in the Design Branch for use of all personnel, and five satellite.
viewers (VSMF Satellite II), one each, in Mechanical, Electrical,
Structural, and Architectural Sections of the Design Branch and in
Specifications and Estimating Section of the Service Branch. The
VSMF microfilm files include Military and Federal Specifications,
OCE Guide Specifications, and vendor catalog files, located with
the 16mm reader-printer, plus 8mm vendor catalog files located
with each of the five satellite viewers.

With regard to the VSMF vendor catalog files, these were
originally Plant Engineering Files subsequently discontinued
and replaced by VSMF Building Products Files. At the time this
study was initiated, the Building Products File contained catalog
data on architectural and construction-related products from about
3,000 manufacturers, but a subsequent update contained data from 600
additional manufacturers, for a present total of approximately 3,600
manufacturers. The file is organized according to the 16-division
Construction Specification Institute format for construction speci-
fications and the product information is presented in side-by-side
listings to permit comparisons of the characteristics of similar
items. It is accompanied by three indexes: by name of manufacturer,
by brand name of product, and by product characteristics. Updating
is programmed for a six-month cycle.

The Military and Federal Specifications File includes all
sections (assemblies, electrical, instruments, mechanical, procedures,
general, and historical). Including the historical section, the file
cL.,tains in excess of 70,000 entries, with five alphabetical and
numerical indexes that can be used, for example, for performing
various kinds of searr-hes of the file or for determining if a needed
specification is present in the file, and locating it in the file.
The file update cycle is every two months; however, "Hot Specs,"
indexed by document number, are sent to subscribers every 15 days.
These are the most recent changes and additions to the file which
are then merged into the first available regular addendum to the
file.
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The OCE Guide Specifications File is prepared and updated on
the basis of inputs furnished by the Corpp of Engineers to microfilm
system suppliers such as VSMF. The VSMF program calls for updating
the OCE Guide Specifications File'every six months.

General Description of District's Hard Copy Collections

Hard copy vendor catalog collections are maintained in the
five Sections where VSMF systems are installed. In 1968, there
were an estimated 2,900 catalogs held and maintained. These
collections were subsequently weeded so that an estimated 1,800 -

2,000 catalogs now remain.

Structural Section shelves the catalogs alphabetically by
the name of the supplier, but does not maintain a list of the
catalogs or an index to the catalogs held. Access is by the indexes
contained in the individual catalogs. A secretary handles most of
the updating of the catalogs, as changes and additions are received,
assisted cccasionally by other persons in the Section. Architectural
Section holds an insignificant number of vendor catalogs and these
are maintained with the help of sales representatives (as is the
case in other Sections also).

Mechanical Section assigns accession numbers to catalogs
and keeps a card index file of catalogs held. The card file is
arranged alphabetically by vendors' names and, on the card for
each vendor, a list of that vendor's products is recorded. The
collection is updated by a secretary when catalog changes and
additions are received.

Electrical Section has attempted to keep a card index of
the catalogs held, arranged alphabetically by the name of the
vendor, with additional cards added behind each vendor card
identifying the products supplied by that vendor. Actual main-
tenance work on the catalogs and index ceased about six months
prior to the survey, since there was no person available for
assigi.ment to this task.

Specifications and Estimating Section shelves vendor cat-
alogs alphabetically by the name of the supplier and there is a
product-to-vendor index to the catalogs held. Separate index
card files are maintained on specific materials, equipment,
components, etc., where the latest available pricing information
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is recorded for use by estimators. The catalogs are maintained
chiefly by a non-technical member of the Section, but assisted
by an engineer and, occasionally, by other individuals in the
Section.

The Savannah District holds selected hard copy Military
and Federal Specifications totalling about 3,000 in the categories
of assemblies, electrical, instruments, mechanical, and procedures.
Historical specifications are not maintained. The District also
holds 455 OCE Guide Specifications in hard copy.

Annual Costs for VSMF Systems and for Maintenance of 'lard Co
Collections

The annual rental costs for the VSMF installations in the
Savannah District are itemized below (GSA discounts deducted):

Annual
Items amount

I

One Building Products File (16mm) $ 4,147
Five Building Products Files (8mm;

includes satellite viewers) 7,475
One 16um reader-printer 864
One Military and Federal

Specifications File (16Lm) 3,015
One OCE Guide Specifications

File (16mm) (No charge)

Annual Total $15,501

The annual costs for maintaining the collections of hard
copy vendor catalogs and of Military and Federal and OCE Guide
Specifications are jh,'wn below:

Annual amount
Collections for maintenance

Hard copy ye. 'r catalogs $2,000
Military and rederal and OCE

Guide Specifications 4,500

Annual Total $6.500
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Tle annual costs for maintaining the collections of hard
copy vendor catalogs are extremely difficult to estimate, since
so many individuals take an occasional hand in the updating.
However, using the time estimates and salaries of those individuals
who are regularly assigned these duties as well as those individuals
who most regularly assist in catalog maintenance, we arrived at
the estimate given above, which must be regarded as minimal. It
is pointed out that the above estimate for catalog maintenance also
excludes the collection of approximately 320 catalogs in Electrical
Section. As previously mentioned, this latter collection has not
been maintained for about six months. Thus, for the present, the
collection can be used for design reference purposes with a reason-
able degree of certainty that designs will be based on current pro-
ducts available, but the collection cannot be relied upon for pri-
cing information.
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SECTION IV: USERS' REQUIREMENTS IN THE SAVANNAH
DISTRICT OFFICE

Vendors' Product Information

The survey results indicate that there are about 70 employees
in Design Branch and Specifications and Estimating Section who use
vendor product information in connection with their work. Three-
quarters of these employees use hard copy vendor-furnished catalogs
as their most frequently-used source for this kind of information,
and about one out of eight most frequent•y relies on direct contact
with vendors. Predominantly, these latter individuals are in
Specifications and Estimating Section, where direct contact with
vendors is the major channel for one-third of the employees. The
most frequently used categories of vendors' product information
are listed in Section XI, Table 5.

On the basis of the survey results, we may estimate that
over 30 of the 70 users need vendors' product information, on the
average, one, two, or more times daily; 10, about one to three times
weekly; 8, about one to three times a month; and 22, less than once
a month. The least frequent users are the employees in Structural
Section and the most frequent users are in Electrical, Mechanical,
and Architectural Sections.

The survey results also indicate that 25 of the 70 users
spend, on the average, less than one hour per month looking for
product information in hard copy vendor catalogs; 17 spend only one
or two hours per month; 13 spend three to six hours per month; 10
spend 10 to 12 hours per month; and a few, perh.ips five users,
spend 20 or more hours per month looking for product information in
these catalogs. It is also indicated that, although 21 of the 70
users of vendor product information have never tried the VSMiF files,
2 individuals use the VSMF files, on the average, more thaa four
hours per month; 10, three or four hours per month; and 12, one
or two hours per month. Another 25 individuals average less than
one hour per month usage.

Personnel in Specifications and Estimating, Structural,
and Architectural Sections make the least use of the VSMF files,
except for Paving and Grading Section, where most of the individuals
have never tried to use the files. (Note: VSM, files were purpose-
ly not installed in the Paving and Grading Section, since it was
determined that 90 percent of needs there are met by two catalogs.)
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SQLv1iL .- fiV'e pCrrcnt of the users usually have to take the
c,ýtalogM- lm1.k to their deskn. to work; very few are usually able
to look tip two information and place the catalog back on the shelf
immediaLciv. in their use of the VSMF files, one-half of the users
usually need i printout copy of the information from the reader-
printer, one nuarter usu,1.ly only need the information displayed
on the reader or viewer, and one--quarter usually need printout
copy and displayed information about equally.

Three jut of five users of vendor product information
utilize the hard copy catalogs mainly for quick look up purposes,
that is, to obtain a simple fact, such as a specific performance
parameter on a known piece of equipment. On the other hand, one
out: of five users utilize the catalogs mainly for more complex
purposes, for product comparison, and searches. The remaining one
out of five users utilize the catalogs about equally for quick
lock tip and for searches. Conversely, among those individuals
who had used the VSMF files during the six months preceding the
survey, three out of five utilized them mainly for searches, a
few utilized them mainly for quick look up purposes, and the
remainder ioout equally for both kinds of purposes.

Regardless of the particular source used, overall indi-
cations are that, when the users need to find something out con-
cerning vendor products, about 60 percent of the time it is a
quick reference or comparatively simple look up problem: about
40 percenL of the time, the problem is more complex, involving
seatches, comparisons of performance characteristics, and the
like. Individuals in Electrical and Mechanical Sections, fol-
lowed by individuals in Structural and Architectural Sections,
are most frequently faced with the more complex problems
that require searcnes, product comparisons, etc.

From 32 of the 51 respondents, we elicited detailed "case
history" information on the last occasion when they needed and
sought out vendor product data. On the basis of their tabulated
responses (Section XI, Tables 33 through 45), we estimate that
in about five out of ten instances, the individuals are able to
locate the information they need in the first source they try;
but in an equal number of instances, the individuals are unsuc-
cessful or are not satisfied with what they find. We also es-
timate that in abcut five out of ten instances, 15 minutes or
less is spent in trying to locate needed information in the first
source turned to; in about three out of ten cases, up to one-
half hour is spent; and in two out of ten cases, one, two, or
more hours are spent.
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When individuals have to try a second source for the
product information they need, we estimate that about half spend
15 minutes or less in trying to Jocate the needed information and
half spend up to one hour. .Two-thirds locate the needed infor-
mation, but one-third are dissatisfied and must try a third
source. When it is necessary to g.z beyond thic second source to
a third source, indications are that the time spent in searching
this third source increases to 30 minutes in every two out of
five instances, to one ;iour in every two out of five instances,
and up to four hours in every one out of five instances.

Finally, it was indicated by the survey that some 36 or
37 individuals also keep personal collections of vendors' catalogs
to help fulfill their requirements for product Information; 18
or 19 keep about 10 catalogs or less and 18 or 19 keep 15 catalogs
or more. Maintenance of personal collections is most prevalent
in Electrical Section.

Military and Federal Specifications

The-survey results indicate that 68 individuals in the
Sections included in this study use Military and Federal Spec-
ifications in connection with their work. Among these 68 in-
dividuals, 38 most frequently obtain needed specifications from
the Specifications Unit, 23 most frequently obtain them from
collections in their own Sections, a few from their own personal
files, and 3 or 4 most frequently use the VSMF files.

Only perhaps three or four people have to use these
specifications, on the average, once or twice daily and about 15
use them weekly. Twenty use them one to three times a month and
30 average less than once a month. Most frequent usage is in
the Architectural Section.

Some 40 of the users spend an average of less than one
hour per'month trying to locate needed Military and Federal
Specifications in the hard copy collections; 20 average one hour
per month; and 7 average two hours per month; but only one or
two spend an average of eight hours per month. Although about
45 of the 68 users of these specifications have never used the
VSMF ýystem, three or four of the 68 apparently use the system
an average of two hours or more per month; 6 or 7, an average of
one hour per month; and 13 or 14, an average of less than one
hour per month.
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About 70 percent of those who use these specifications
uSual1y have to take the specifications back to their desk for
their work; 25 percent usually need sLmply to look up the spec- -

ifications; and the remaining 5 percent need to look up the
specificationj about half of the time and to take copies back
to their desks the other half of the time. Among those who
have used the VSMF system, about one-third are usually satisfied
with the reader or viewer display, one-third need a printout copy;
and some obtain printout copies because the display is not clear
enough for them.

Overall, in almost half of the instances of use of these
specifications, it appears that the purpose of use is simply
for checking the contents; In the remaining cases, the specifications
are needed in connection with a design project, a job specification,
or similar purpose.

Thirty-six of the 68 users of these specifications provided
information concerning the last occasion when they had need to locate
specific Military and Federal Specifications. In almost 90 percent
of the cases, they first tried the hard copy collections and, in a
little over 10 percent of the cases, they first went to the VSMF
system. About half spent five minutes or less locating or trying
to locate the needed specification, using the first source tried;
one-quarter spent 10 to 15 minutes; and the remainder spent 20 minutes
to an hour. Thirty-one individuals obtained the information they
needed; five did not or were not satisfied. All of the latter
five then turned to the VSMF files and all obtained the information
they needed. Three of the five spent about five minutes obtaining
the information from the VSMF system; one spent about 20 minutes;
and one spent 30 minutes. By implication, it is clear that those
whd tried the VSMF system as their first source also obtained the
information they were weeking.

OCE Guide Specifications

It is estimated that about 70 individuals in the Sections
covered by the survey use OCE Guide Specifications in connection
with their work. Some 42 of these individuals most frequently
obtain needed specifications from Criteria Section; 23, from their
own Section's files; and a few usually use their own personal
collections of these specifications.
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Indications are that 27 or so of these 70 individuas use
OCE Guide Specifications, .-n the avcrage, less than. once a mcnth:
15 average one or two timcE a month; 10, four to eight times a
month; and 14, from 12 to 20 times a month (the latter ir.dicates
an average use of once daily).

Under 30 of the 70 users spend an average ofiless than one'
hour per month trying to loca'.e needed spc'cificatidns in the hard
copy collections; 25 or so average one or two hours'per'month; and
a few average four hours or more per month. it appears that only
three or four of the 70 users have tried the VSMF system to date
for OCE Guide Specifications. ,

A,

I!,

I
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SECTION V: SYSTEM PERFCIMIANCE IN RELATION
TO USERS' REQUIREMENTS

VSMF Sy§s tems

Among the 27 respondents who actually made use or the VS1IF
vendor products file during the six months preceding the survey,
30 percent could remember no instances when they found the information
on file incomplete or too limited for their purposes. However, the
remaining 70 percent did find that information was limited or in-
complete in several product and equipment categories. These
categories are listed in Section XI, Table 11.

Over 60 percent of the 27 users encountered out-of-date
product information in the VSMF file, but the remaining 40 percent
did not encounter any such situations.

Significantly, almost 40 percent of the active users are
still reporting unfamiliarity with the indexes to the product file
or other difficulties in knowing how to go about using the indexes;
this despite their having received orientation in the use of the
VSMF system.

Almost 20 percent criticize the system because they have
to go through too many cartridges to find the product information
needed for their particular purposes. With regard to the microfilm
reader-printer, almost 15 percent complain of poor equipment main-
tenance and another 15 percent complain because the film must be
passed mechanically through the reader instead of having -.e desired
frames brought to view automatically.

Problems in getting access to the system, because someone
else has the equipment engaged, are comparatively rare.

Among those individuals who are not active users of the VS!1F
vendor products system, their predominant criticisms of the system
are: that it is quicker, for their Durposes, to use the hard copy
catalogs; that they don't think the indexing is adequate; that
the price information they need is lacking; that more details on
products are available in the hard copy catalogs; and that the
microfilm does not provide color and texture which are of critical
importance to their work.
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Only one-third of the individuals who use Military and
Federal Specifications in connection with their work actually
utilized the VSMF files for thLse specifications. However, the
actual users have found the VS11F files complete and up-to-date
("more up-to-date than anything e-se we have"). It is worth
noting that about two out of every three individuals who have
actually used these files still feel that they are not yet suf-
ficiently familiar with the system.

It is also worth noting that about one out of every
eight potential users of the VSMF Military and Federal Specifi-
cations files dia not know that these files had been installed
and were available for their use. Similarly, one out of every
four potential users was unaware that the VSMF OCE Guide Speci-
fications files were available for their use.

Very few employees (only'about three or four) have
actually made use of the VSMF OCE Guide Specifications file.
The major reason given for non-use was that clear hard copies of
these specifications are needed for marking up and that a micro-
film printout is not satisfactory for this purpose. However,
there were indications that the respondents did not understand
this question; discussions with District employees indicate that
a more likely reason for non-use is that the microfilm file is
updated only on a six-month basis and is not current enough for
use.

Hard Copy Systems

Among those individuals who had made use of the hard copy
vendor catalogs during the six months preceding the survey, 40
percent found the catalogs adequate for their purposes, but the
remaining 60 percent encountered situations when the information
available was incomplete or too limited. The major area of com-
plaint was in specialty or infrequently used items. Similarly,
about 40 percent. round the catalogs satisfactorily up-to-date
for their purposes, but about 60 percent found that the catalogs
were not satisfactorily up-to-date.

One out of every five users had problems in getting access
to needed catalogs because they were being used by other persons.
A few individuals complain of the time it takes to obtain a needed
catalog that is maintained by .nother Section. However, a far
more prevalent and more serious complaint among the users is that

S. . . . . . ~ .
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they don't know when the information in the catalogs is up-to-
date. Additionally, as indicated in the preceding paragraph,
catalogs are not generally available covering item, of low
volume or infrequent use. Other system problems pointed out
by the users are: that needed price information is incomplete
and that each vendor's catalog is indexed differently, so the
employees have to learn how to use each index separately.

With regard to Military and Fedetal Specifications,
about one out of every three users has encountered a situation
when a particular specificatiULIs needed was not held in hard
copy; one out of every four users has encountered an out-of-
date specification in the collection. The latter does not
imply that the District's hard copy Military and Federal Speci-
fications are in any sense badly maintained; rather it means
that the users occasionally happen to find an out-of-date
specification in the collection.

The District's system for maintenance of hard copy OCE
Guide Specifications enjoys high repute and widespread satisfac-
tion among the employees; no major problems were brought to
light in the survey.
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SECT ION VI : ACC!.PT.kBI liTY OF SbYJEMS TO USERS

More tha!: half of the em-ployees. included in this study
are over 45 years old and more thiffn half have been employed
by the Savannah Dii-;trict i-or over 10 years. Behind them are
many years experience in us irng hard copy collections of vendor
catalogs in conneuc tion '.witht ,heir work and they have been Long-
time users of the District's systems for maintaining hard copy
specifications. They have learned how to work with the exist.ng
hard copy catalog and specifications systems, despite problems
and imperfections which are well lunown to them. In fact, it
is probably safe ,. surmise thiat their experiences with weaknesses

of the old systems have been major factors contributing to
the evolution of personal collections of catalogs and extra-
official collections of specifioations sprinkled throughout the
Sections. Barring sheer perversion, surely most of these private
collections were started as end-run tactics, to counter problems
with the official systems, and have been maintained becau.;e
they are more convenient to use, are quicker to use, are of a
known degree of reliability, and so forth. Be this as it may,
these private colicetions must be regarded as parts, albeit
sub rosa, of the existing hard copy systems, since they are
used to suppler:ent, complement, or otherwise shore up the
workings of the official systems.

The VSMF microfilm systems, on the other hand, have
been installed in the District for only a little more than two
years and may still be regarded as relatively unfamiliar tools
or resources. On top of this, only three or four individuals
in the survey universe of 85 have had previous experience with
microfilm systems of any sort. For these reasons and because
the familiar hard copy collections exist side by side with the
microfilm systems, it is perhaps surprising that, of all of the
employees who use vendor product information, only 30 percent
have never tried the VSMF files.

By looking at the prevailing practices of those employees
who use vendor product information, it appears that two major
usage patterns are emerging: hard copy catalogs are used
predominantly for quick look up or ready referente purposes
(e.g., to check the performance parameters of a major supplier's
product; to check ý drawing or other schematic; etc.); whereas
the VSMF file is used for more complex problems (e.g., for
product comparison; for finding out which manufacturers make
a product with specific characteristics; ete).
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In addition, the employees are finding the VSM1F file
useful for looking up SpecialLy producLs and ircm-s of infrequent
use; whereas, they iind LI& Vs:.iF systTn1 t rou•iesone and time-
consuming to use when they need o ci,eck , supp] ier's entire
product line. in :rhort, there is acceptlb bi] Ity of the microfilm
vendor catalog system for sow pyrpose.s, but for other purposes,
the hard copy catalogs are understandably preferred or even
necessary. In this connection, we also remind of some ind-viduals'
(notably, the architects') needs for examining colors and textures
of products and materials, which are not met by microfilm systems,
and other individuals' needs for examining detailed drawings,
schematics, and other kinds of illustrations, which the users
have frequently found unsatisfactorily clear in printouts from
microfilm reiader-printers. Without pricing information, vendor
catalog systems are also of little use to employees charged
with preparing project cost estimates.

Despite evidence of acceptance of the VSMF system, for
certain purposes where the files have been found useful, there
are also signs of downright animosity toward microfilm vendor
catalog systems. This was mainly expressed in explicit off-
the-record remarks made by numerous respondents to both of the
interviewers who administered the survey questionnaire.
Essentially all antagonism was directed toward the idea that
microfilm vendor catalog systems could conceivabl' be used to
replace hard copy catalogs entirely, instead of being used as
complements to the hard copy catalogs.

Attitudes of reluctance to accept or apathy toward the
VSMF vendor catalog system are perhaps most clearly observed
in the responses of non-users. Despite the fact that they have
never even tried to use these files since their installation,
the non-users have formed opinions, variously, that hard copy
catalogs are quicker to use, that indexing is inadequate, and
that the information is not complete enough for their purposes.

With more validity, the active osers, speaking from their
own experience, have been put off by reader-printer equipment
failures and poor maintenance, less than desirable quality in
microfilm printouts, the tedium of passing the microfilm reels
mechanically, and inadequate or lack of information on certain
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catcgories of produtld.s.* All, of those factors work against the
users' wholehearted embrace of the microfilm system.

Another important factor that must be considered in dis-
cussing the District employees' acceptance or non-acceptance of
the microfilm systems is system orientation. Straightforward
indoctrination in the weaknesses as well as the strengths of
the microfilm files and the purposes for which they are best-
suited and least-suited for use, explanations of how the indexes
are organized and procedures and strategies for using them
efficiently for different purposes, plus individual training
in the handling of the equipment should enhance use and acceptance
of the systems.

Eighty percent of the survey respondents have received
some kind of instruction in the VSMF systems, mostly at briefing
sessions conducted by the supplier's sales representatives, but
a few via contacts with colleagues. Still, one out of three
active users (a probably conservative ratio, admit to not under-
standing how to use the indexes to the VSMF vendor catalog file.
Almost two out of three active users state that they are not yet
fully familiar with the VSMF Military and Federal Specifications
system and 10 percent of all persons covered by the survey did
not know that the system was installed and available for their
use. Among those individuals who have not made use of the VSMF
OCE Guide Specifications, one out of four claimed that they were
unaware of the system's - .ilability and about one out of eight
admitted that they did not know how to use the equipment.

One final major factor that should be mentioned at this
point, particularly in view of the findings just discussed above,
is the relationship between acceptance and use of the VSMF systems
and the places where the systems are located. The major instal-
lation, the 16mm reader-printer with all accompanying vendor
catalog and specifications files, is located in the open, directly
on a heavy traffic aisle. Persons using the system must sit,
with inconvenience, partly in this aisle. More subtly, they are
in full view of passersby and their colleagues. Among the sig-
nificant numbers of individuals who are as yet inexperienced or

SIn this connection, District employees identified several hundred

catalogs of specific vendors that they wished to have added to the
microfilm files. At the time, the VSMF supplier was discontinuing
the Plant Engineering File and replacing it with the Building
Products File. Owing to microfilming production schedules, the
VSMF supplier was not able to incorporate the catalogs requested
by the District in the first issue of the Building Products FLIt,
which probably had considerable impact on District users' views
of the system's utility.
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unfamiliar with the files, indexes, and equipment, it is not at
all difficult to imagine the hesitation of some men to fumble
about publicly as they try to figure out how to use the files
and indexes and how to opurate the equipment. Conceivably, for
some users, lack of demonstrable expertise in using the system
might be tantamount to a public display of ignorance or
incompetence.

Many of the active users of the systems have also recom-
mended relocation of the reader-printer, for reasons of privacy
and for space reasons, a topic which is discussed more fully
in the next section of this report.
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SECTION VII: PHYSICAL LOCATIONS OF SYSTEMS

Although space for shelving the collections of hard copy
vendor catalogs is very limited, 95 percent of the users are
satisfied with the present locations and most users believe the
catalogs are located as conveniently as possible.

The majority of the employees use the catalogs for look
up or quick reference purposes and usagr is very frequent (once,
twice, or more times daily, on the average, for about half of
the users). Mainly, they take the catalogs to their own desks
for use and, on about half of the occasions, 15 minutes or less
are required for the users to find the information they need.
Therefore, as might be expected, the users overwhelmingly would
not like the catalogs to be maintained in the District Library,
where they would be on a different floor and far less handy for
frequent quick reference purposes.

In other environments, where the catalogs might be used
less frequently or where the catalogs might be used mostly for
lengthy searches instead of for quick reference, individuals
might feel less strongly about having the catalogs located
centrally in an organizational library, particularly if the
library were to be situated in a spot very near to the heaviest
users.

In the places where the portable 8mm satellite viewers
are installed, there is not enough space to move the equipment
around easily. This situation was pointed out by several
respondents, but is of particular concern in Mechanical and
Electrical Sections where the satellites enjoy heaviest use.

The 16mm reader-printer and 16mm microfilm files, as
has already been mentioned, are situated on an aisle. Half of
the individuals who are already active users of the system are
dissatisfied with this location because of space, traffic, and
other problems; one out of four of them also recommended a
separate room or cubicle for more privacy.
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SECTION VIII: SUMMARY CO1TARISON OF VSMF SYSTEMS

AND HARD COPY SYSTEMS

Throughcut the earli.!r sections of this report, we have
presented our study findings on major aspects of both the VSMF
microfilm systems and the hard copy collections of vendor catalogs
and specifications in the Savannah DistricL. On a topic-by-topic
basis, we first described, physically and operatirnaily, the
microfilm systems and the hard copy collections, their annual
costs, the District employees' usage of and requirements for
specifications and vendor product information, performance of
the VSMF systems and the hard copy systems in relation to the
employees' requirements and usage patterns, users' acceptance
of the systems, and finally, factors bearing on the physical
locations of the systems.

In this section of the report, we recapitulate some of
our major findings in presenting an overall summary comparison
of the District's VSMF installations and hard copy catalog and
specifications systems.

With regard to system costs, the annual labor cost estimates
for maintaining the hard copy collections ($2,000 for catalogs and
$4,500 for specificatiors) were only about 40 percent of the annual
rental costs for the VSMF configurations installed in the District
($15,501). However, present catalog maintenance effort is at a
minimal level and more than 15 percent of the hard copy catalogs
(those in Electrical Section) are no longer being kept up-to-date
at all. Should the District resume maintenance of these neglected
catalogs and also institute systematic procedures to ensure that
updating information is gathered methodically from all vendors
represented in their collections and properly inserted in the
catalogs, the labor costs for maintenance would increase
significantly.

There are 1,800 to 2,000 hard copy catlogs held in the
District's collections at the present time. These may be regarded
as the vendor catalogs of most importance to the users, since the
Sections weeded out unwanted or lessor importait catalogs not long
ago. However, there is some evidenLe that many of the remaining
catalogs are little used; for example, one Section holds many
hundreds of catalogs, but it was statvd that less than 20 are
used with any great frequency.
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The VSUF Building Products File contains catalog information
from upwards ol 3,600 vendors. As mentioned earlier in this report,
DistLrict empl0Ve'C:; idfnt if iod several hundred vendors of importance
to them whose W'ti log -ere. n1t in the predecessor VSMF Plant En-
gineering File. Pr,,:t:ly, the VSMF supplier will be able to
incorporate these catalogs requested by the District in a forth-
coming updating of the successor VSHF Building Products File.

The VSMF Builaing Products File is updated every six months.
System subscribers, free'of charge, may request the inclusion of
catalogs from specific vendors not already represented in the
system. The VSMF supplier also has standard procedures for (a)
soliciting updating information from vendors already in the system
and for (b) eliminating vendors' product information from the
system when information becomes outdated and the vendors concerned
fail to supply current catalogs. With the newly instituted VSMF
Building Products File, these procedures may not yet be fully
operating, since the District employees have found out-of-date
information in Lne file.

Problems arising from out-of-date catalog information and
from not having wanted catalogs on file are equally prevalent with
regard to the hard copy collections. Moreover, no standard pro-
cedures have been devised to ensure that the vendors represented
send updating information on a regular and controlled basis.
(A major users' complaint is that they cannot tell when catalogs
are up-to-date or not.) Insertion of new information, page
replacements, etc. is not well-systematized and uniform in all
of the Sections maintaining hard copy collections.

Each Section shelves catalogs according to its own scheme
of organization; these schemes may not be "best" or even "optimal"
systems but, at least, the users are familiar with the arrangements.
The VSMF Building Products File is organized on a so-called "side
by side" basis (as opposed to a "vendor by vendor" or "catalog by
catalog" basis); this presents data on similar products from
several vendors in a side by side array that facilitates certain
kinds of uses, such as searches for products according to per-
formance parameters and comparison of competing products. On the"

other hand, examination of a single manufacturer's entire product
line or a portion of his product line is obviously easier with
the hard copy catalog - if the catalog happens to be available in
the collection. And it is easier, of course, to reach for a hard
copy catalog to check details relating to a specific product of
a known skipplier. The advantages of hard copy catalogs in being
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able to show colot, to indicate, tO onc'Cxten1t or another, texture,
and in being able to prosent , clearer illustr'ation, detailed
drawing, or schematic than is possible via microfilm cannot be
gainsaid. Finally, hard copy catalogs (but not all of them) contain
cost information, which is lackipg in the 73MF 'Building Products
File.

In its official collectionis, the District holds and maintains
only about 3,000 haid copy Military apud Federal Specifications. The
categories included are assembLies, electrical, instrumenL§, mech-
anical, and proceduresl Historical specifications are noc maintaiped.
Several individuals and Sections hold unofficiil collections of
specifications; :this study did pot de~termine the size of these
collections, their spe•ific content, or to what extent they are
kept up-tordate. i

The VSMF Military and Federpl Specifications file cogtains
not only assemblies, electrical, instruments, mechanical, and pro-
cedures sections,,but also general and historical sections. All
told, more than 70,000ientries are on file, supplemented by "Hot
Specs" (most recent changes and additions) issued every two weeks,
and formally updated every 'two months.

Based on actual experience, one out of four active us ers,
have encountered' out-of-Jdate specifications in the hard copy
collections and, for more than one out of three active users,
there have been occaSions when needed specifications were not
held in the collections. On the other hand, those individuals

,who haVw used the VSMF file, reported finding no out-of-date
conditions end no inhstances when a specification sought wa's not
in' the file.

Half of the time, the users need Military and Federal
Specifications merely for look up or checking purposes and the
9ther half of the time for incorporation of specifications into
a design or job specification. Such; incorporation is almost
always done simply Oy reference; clean, hard copie.s of Military
and Federal Specifications are comparatively rarely of crucial
importance to the users.

With 'regard to OCE Guide Specifications, however, the
situation is quite the reverse. In line with existing Savannah
District procedures, the users, most of the time, require clean,
hard copies that can be quickly marked up to indicate pertipent
sections and then, following a cut and paste operation that
saves retyping and other duplicative effort, the spe6'ification,
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La1i lorLt !Or a •lC iit rcquivt,mcat, is dupi icated in the
de:;irCd a (umer vCs-. TIi'l g qulity of the hard copy printouts

torn Lilt, microf I Im roi livr-pr iit-er hai not been found adequate
.tr thi;s purp•se.

The Di ,tr i( t houds ',,.. 45Y OCE Guide Specif ications
of impor tance to thVIm; historical tiles are not maintained.
Although very few individuals have made use of the VSMF file
of these specifications to dste, some persons foresee the VSMF
system as being useful for oolaining historical information,
when this is occasion-flly needed, and for obtaining a copy,
quickiy, of a seldom-used specification not held in the District's
hard copy collection.

I
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SECTION IX: REQUIREMENTS 01' EMPLOYEES

IN OUTLYLNG FIELD OFFICES

Use of Vendor Catalog Information

Eight of the nine individuals interviewed at Construction
Field Offices (Fort Bragg and Fort Gordon) make use of information
on manufacturers' and suppliers' producLS, mate-ials and equip-
ment in connection with their work. Their twc major sources for

this kind of information are the hard copy catalogs kept at the
field sites and direct contact with vendors. The VSMF system is
not installed at any field site, therefore, none had ever used
this system and most had never heard anything about the system.

During the six months preceding the survey, two of the
respondents had to find information on vendors' products, on
the average, two or three times a month, but four had to find
such information once or twice daily, on the average. The re-

mainder had not used this kind of information for some time.

One respondent at Fort Gordon indicated that he spends almost
one-third of his time tracking down information on vendors' pro-

ducts and another at Fort Bragg spends up to eight hours per
month; but, for the most part, these respondents spend only
about one to four hours per month seeking such information.

Almost always, the respondents need to check details,
performance characteristics, and the like for a particular piece
of equipment or an item supplied by a specific vendor; rarely, if
ever, do they have a need for product searches, comparisons of
competing products and other such services that the VSMF system
is well-suited to facilitate.

Their major problems are that they sometimes don't have on
file the catalog they need or they don't receive catalog revisions
from the suppliers; manufacturers and suppliers are reluctant to
furnish them catalogs because they are not sales customers.

Use of Military and Federal Specifications

Eight of the nine respondents have n ed to make use of or
refer to Military and Federal Specifications in connection with
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their work. Most of the time, they obtain the specifications
they need in or through the Resident Engineer's office, in
the field, but occasionally thiy request them specially from
the Spec:ifications Unit in Savannah.

Half of the respondents use or need to refer to Military
and Feder3l Specifications about four times per month (once
weekly); the other half use them 20 to 40 times per month (once
or twice daily). Usually they spend one to four hours during
an average month looking for or trying to locate needed specifi-
cations. The exception is when a new project is just starting;
then, the respondents or their staffs may devote several days
to finding the pertinent Military and Federal Specifications
for the job.

The respondents did not cite any significant problem they
have encountered in trying to obtain needed specifications,
except the time it takes to obtain them when they are occasionally
not at hand.

Use of OCE Guide Specifications

Only five of the nine respondents indicated that they
have need to refer to or otherwise use OCE Guide Specifications
in connection with their work. When they need these specifications,
they either find them in their respective field offices or they
telephone Savannah to have the desired specifications sent to
them.

The respondents use OCE Guide Specifications very infre-
quently, perhaps about once or twice a month. When they do
need them, they have to spend very little of their time in locating
them - less than an hour per month. They cited no significant
problems encountered in trying to get hold of these specifications
when they need them.
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SECTION X: CCNCLUSIONS AND) REC(Y:(IENDATIONS

General

That microfilm systems might eventually be used to replace,
largely or entirely, organizations' hard ,clpy files and collections
of materials of various kinds is a theory widely held. It is also
enthusiastically advanced by the microfilm industry, suppliers
of microfilm systems, and others who have been making great
efforts, particularly during the past decade, to promote the
state-of-the-art in microfilm technology, systems, and service.
For numerous kinds of applications, reasoned cases have been
made to demonstrate the technical and, oiten more emphatically,
the economic feasibility of replacing na-ird copy files and collections
of materials with microfilm, microfiche, or other microform systems.

In the present study, we have gone to the actual users of
vendor product information and of specifications, to inquire into
their needs and customary practices, their purposes for using
vendor product information and specifications, thefr use of micro-
film and hard copy collections that are both available to them,
their problems in trying to make use of both kinds of systems,
their attitudes toward the systems, and other topics of inves-
tigation. From these investigations, the users have shown us
that, in the Savannah District and for the employees' purposes
there, neither the hard copy systems nor the microfilm con-
figurations installed are entirely satisfactory; both kinds of
systems present problems in relation to users' requirements for
complete and reliable, up-to-datc and easily accessible, and, in
the form presented, useable information. Moreover, aside from actual
requirements, neither kind of system is totally responsive to the
individual preferences of the user body.

On the other hand, the users have shown us that the two
kinds of systems, while not satisfactorily interchangeable in
the Savannah District, are useful in different ways and for
different kinds of purposes - that the systems can be beneficially
used to supplement one another. Those individuals who are active
users of both kinds of systems have perceived this and utilize
them, sensibly, in complementary fashionq. This is most emphatically
the case with regard to vendor product information, which provides
technical and operational justification for retainlng hb)th microfilm
and hard copy catalog collections.

p.
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With regaird to OCE Guide Specifications, existing pro-
cedures and purpo:!c:; for using these spec ifications in the
District Matke 1-et, iL ion of the hard copy system nmndatory.
The microfilm f1ii _e, althgotgh noct much used to date, can pro-
vide useful backtip for occasions when historical information
is needed or when an obs't.utc (for District purposes) spec-
ification is not held in hard copy and is needed quickly.

Military and Federal Specifications present the only
observed area where the hard copy specifications now held
(approximately 3,000) might feasibly be replaced by the
microfilm file (covering approximately 70,000 entries,
including historical specifications).

Within the framework of these basic conclusions, we
present our more specific conclusions and recommendations
in the following paragraphs.

Microfilm Vendor Catalog System

The 8mm satellite viewers, with accompanying 8mm
Building Product Files, are least used in Specifications
and Estimating, Architectural, and Structural Sections and
retention of the three portable configurations there seems
unjustifiable. The satellite viewers are used more heavily
in Mechanical and Electrical Sections and retention of these
two configurations is recommended. The portability of the
satellite systems is a definite plus feature, since most of
the time the users in these Sections have to work with vendor
product information at their desks - or at least they find
it more convenient or preferable to do so. Crowded spaces
make it troublesome to move these viewers about, but this
is a situation which apparently cannot be remedied at the
moment.

As has already been indicated, the 16mm reader-printer
with accompanying 16mm Building Products File has technical
and operational justifications for retention, based on its
use to date by almost 70 percent of the employees who need
this kind of information to one degree or another. The
present location of this equipment is decidedly crowded
and inconvenient, which militates against usage. Moreover,
its users are in a fishbowl; even the active users have
complained of this. In untold other situations, our
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experience and the experience of others has shown that many
individuals are highly reluctant to try new, unfamiliar
equipment under the watchful eyes of colleagues. Therefore,
it is strongly recommended .that this main configuration be
moved away from its present location, on a traffic aisle, to
a small room or an enclosed cubicle with more privacy, where
the users will be encouraged to learn more, on their own,
about how the system can be beneficially used.

In line with this, indoctrination in the use of a new
system may be highly inadequate if the training is given by
an individual who knows well the operations of the new system
but has perhaps little understanding of the specific user
environment - the users, their characteristics and requirements,
and the ways, means, and purposes for which the system is
well-suited or not so well-suited to serve them.

Acceptance and use of the microfilm system could be
increased by having one or more District employees conduct
the training sessions. These employees would be individuals
who are not only knowledgeable and experienced with regard
to the microfilm systems, but also knowledgeable with regard
to the users and their environments. Training groups should
be small - four or five individuals - so that each trainee
can have a comfortable opportunity to try out the system.

To make the most of the system, it is also recommended
that the District designate ona employee as the central
coordinator for the microfilm system installations. This
individual primarily would perform interface functions among
the users in the various sections, the microfilm systems,
and :he system supplier. Users would notify the central
coordinator of out-of-date file conditions and other dis-
crepancies and would also submit requests for additional
catalogs to be added to the file. The central coordinator
would keep records of all such notifications and requests for
file additions (particularly since several sections, at
different times, might submit the same information) and, on
a regular batch basis, would transmit the notifications and
reclests to the systems supplier for appropriate action.

Thereafter, upon the receipt of the next file updates
frotl the system supplier, the central coordinator would use
his records to confirm actions taken by the supplier and
follow up on any differences noted. Through this kind of
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contact and interaction with the supplier, the microfilm system
should become increasingj' y more effective and responsive to the
needs of the District uscr:•.

Hard Cop.y. Cat a10 Swstem

Tn a Corps of Fnginuers-wide survey conducted two years ago,
in 1968, a grand total of some 124,000 vendor catalogs were "held"
by all Divisions. Of this total, some 66,000, or slightly more
than 50 percent of the catalogs held, were reported as being
maintained. The average amount of time spent in maintaining each
catalog figuced out to abo•,t 40 minutes per year. Utilizing the
average wage of $3.00 per hour for catalog maintenance (the wage
used in the survey), salary costs for maintenance were about
$2.00 per catalog in 1968.

4 Two years later, in the Savannah District, we find 1,800 to
2,000 catalogs held and an estimated 600 manhours per year invested
in their maintenance. At the District's present average salary
for catalog maintenance, $3.31 per hour, the total annual labor
cost is $2,000 for this work. By comparing these figures with the
earlier Corps-wide averages for 1968, there is a superficial im-
plication that the District's 1,800 to 2,000 catalogs average
about 20 minutes per year per catalog for maintenance (one-half
the 1968 Corps-wide average), at an average annual labor cost of
about $1.00-plus per catalog (again, roughly one-half the Corps-
wide average of two years ago).

Another explanation would be, however, that only about one-
half of the catalogs are actually being maintained; but a perhaps
more realistic explanation is that a considerable proportion of
the catalogs "held" are not "maintained" at all* and the remain-
der do not get the kind of attention they need in order for the
system to serve the users' needs reliably and effectively. We are
supported in this explanation by the users' persistent complaints
that catalogs are out-of-date and that they cannot tell when a
given catalog is up-to-date or not.

*From this study, we already know that at least 15 percent of the

catalogs, those in Electrical Section, are no longer maintained
owing to lack of manpower.
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Our recotrz.cndations in this area arc that the District take
actions along the following lines:

1, Poll the users of. hard copy catalig•, requiring eich
user to list the 10 or 20 caralos that are most im-
portant to him personally for his work.

2. Combine the results of the poll and prepare a listing
of the catalogs in priority order, according to the
number of times each catalog was nominated as "most
important."

3. Using as a minimum the 1968 average of 40 minutes main-
tenance time per catalog (or even a more generous esti-
mate of one hour per catalog), determine the total num-
ber of "most important" catalogs that the District has
the manpower actually to maintain. (If the present
600 hours invested per ycar is the maximum, then theo-
retically, the District could maintain 600 to 900
catalogs per year.)

4. Select the specific catalogs to be maintained, using the
priority lisLing compiled under 2., above; physically
separate these catalogs from all others; prepare and
disseminate to all users alphabetical listings of the
catalogs that will be officially maintained - those
catalogs that the users can rely on as being actively
kept up-to-date. The listings should also indicate the
locations of the catalogs.

5. Develop standard procedures (perhaps a form letter) for
requesting and obtaining updciting information (or com-
plete new catalogs) from the vendors represented on a
regularly-scheduled basis. (Active pursuit of the up-
dating material is required in some form, as opposed to
passively waiting for venders' materials - whenever they
happen to send some in.)

6. Attach a standard updating control sheet to the inside
cover of each catalog that is being officially maintained,
so that each updating action and the latest date of each
action can be recorded thereon. Users may also find this
helpful if doubts arise as to the currentness of infor-
mation in a particular catalog.
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7. Assign specific employees to the maintenance of the
cat logs and the ,'xccution of the standard mainten-
ance and updit iug proce 'uc-,. Inform all employees
of the names of the individuals responsible for
different parts of the collection.

8. Rid the collection of those catalogs not officially
maintained. As time passes, the District can re-
quest that these catalogs be 4ncorporated in the
microfilm system, if it develops that the users have
an occasional need for them.

9. Periodically (perhaps annually) re-poll the users to
detect changes in priorities of catalogs that are
important; add new catalogs - as many as can be effec-
tively maintained - and drop old catalogs that become
of lesser interest.

It is considered that the work involved in the routine
maintaining and updating the catalogs can be performed effectively
at the secretarial level, with a minimum of supervision and occa-
sional advice and guidance provided by professional personnel.

Steps such as those outlined above will help overcome some
of the major problems currently being encountered by the users, I
without appreciable increase in costs to the District; will free
up some of the valuable space where the catalogs are shelved; and
will make it possible for the hard copy system to perform more
reliably for the users and more effectively as a complement to the
microfilm system.

Services for Outly4n_& Field Offices

Installation of microfilm systems in the District's outlying
field offices does not appear warranted on the basis of our findings,
but additional supporting services emanating from the District Head-
quarters Building in Savannah are recommended. The following actions
are recommended:

1. Through orientation sessions, inform employees in all
outlying field offices that the microfilm systems have
been installed in the District Office and that the sys-
tems include files of vendor product information and
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of specifications that can be useful to them. Also
inform these employees that thcy can be sf.rved by these
systems, by conta)cting sp.ew ifically designated indivi-
duals in the Discrict Office, who will search out data
they might need and relate it to them by telephone or
send them hard copy microfilm printouts, if desired.

2. When the hard copy catalog procedures (previously des-
cribed) have been instituted, send lists of the cata-
logs officially maintained to all field offices, and
provide the names of specific employees in the District
Office for them to contact whenever the catalogs might
be used on their behalf to provide them with needed
inf rmai. ion.

Catalogs and Specifications in Relaticu Eo the Library_

Information pertaining to vendor's products, Military and
Federal Specifications, and 0CE Guide Specifications are important
types of information required in the Savannah District and, as such,
should be considered component parts of the total informational
program in the District. Since a "model technical library" is being
established by the District, under the Atmy TISA program, certain
questions thus arise with regard to the library and its relation-
ships to and responsibilities for maintaining and providing services
in connection with vendors' catalogs and specifications and standards.

In some settings, governmental as well as industrial, vendor's
catalogs, specifications and standards, or both are located in the
organizations' libraries and are maintained by library staff members.
Despite possible advantages that might result from relocating the
hard copy vendor catalogs and microfilm systems to the District
Library where, for maintenance and service purposes, these sources
could be integrated with the total technical information program,
such a move and reassignment of responsibility is strongly not
recommended in the Sav.anah District.

The major reason for making this recommendaticn is that the
library is located at a site which is not convenient to those pcr
sonnel who have the heaviest and most frequent needs to make use of
the hard copy catalogs and the microfilm files in connection with
their work. Relocation of these sources to the library would cost
the users more time in locating and obtaining needed information
and would be expected to discourage, even more strongly, the use
of the microfilm systems. Additionally, we might fully expect an
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incrrise in "VI,3-T'ri" ta.tic' , whereby users would build up in-
cruas ing;! larger perr;,nan (collec1tions of materials for the sake
of t heii" ,)W ' convun i cCe.

OtLher fa tOnt-r whi ':h .-.,l oL,,t- against relocation of these
nutterials and files to th'e library in the Savat,'ah Dlsttict are the,
size of the library staff and the physical dimensions of the library'
faculty itself, neither of which are considered large enough to cope
with the amount of materials involved and the requirements for mait.-
tenance and updating.

A2plicability of Results to Other Army Organizations

The plan and design of this study and the investigative meeh-
anisms employed were focussed specifically on the Savannah District,

Corps of Engineers, and the conclusions and recoimendations set
forth in this report are made with a singular view toward the situa-
tion afid circumstances that exist there. We have given prime con-
sideration to the mission and responsibilities of the District itself,,
the kinds and numbers of professional and technical personnel who
are employed in meeting these responsibilities, the natures of their
differing work assignments, their physical locations, etc. - all
factors which, taken together, make the Savannah District unique.

Nonetheless, ether organizational components of the Army,
particularly in the Corps of Engineers, may well see their own
situation similar in enough respects to find the results meaningful
and applicable to their organizations and justify adoption of the
recommendations made. Above all, the investigative approach - the
survey of actual and presumed users - has provided concrete founda-
Liors on which to base judgments and decisions regarding alternative
courses of actiun available and is considered a recommendablepro*-
cedure, regardless of the nature and size of the Army organizational
component conce-ned ,with problems relating to vendor product informa-
tion, 3pecifications, and standards.
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SECTION XT  INTERVIEW SURVEY RESULTS

This section presents detailed tabulations of the;responses
received to questions asked in the interview schedule administered
to the 60 Savannah District employees. lany of these questions
were open-ended to allow for free response on the part of the
interviewees. Insofar as possible, the actual woids)used by the
interviewees have been retained with only minor editing, so that
highly. similar response6 could be grcipud 4pch ip the
tabulations.

In the tabular headings, F(reqvency) means the actual number
of interviewees who ga e a particular response; in some cases,
the total number of responses exceeds the total number of indi-
viduals interviewed, indicating that some interviewees gave
multiple responses. The percentages recorddd in the tabulations
express the relationship of the F(requency) of particular responses
to all (100%),responses received for a given questicn. Where
totals for percentages ellceed br fall short of 100, this has
been a result of rounding..

As pointed out in the Introduction to this report, the 4
primary focus of the survey was on the Design Branch, located

in the District geadqtarters Building in Savannah, and the secon-
dary purpose was to attempt to determine if the installation of
VSMF systems in outlying field offices would be desirable.
Therefore, we present complete tabulations, below, of responses
received from personnel interviewed in the Dibtrict Office in
Savannah. However, since only nine individuals were interviewed
at the two sites outside Savannah (Fort Gordon, Georgia and Fort
Bragg, North Carolina),, their responses to pertinent questions in
the interview schedule are not presented in tables but are summar-
ized, for'the'sake of brevity, in Section IX of this report
(Requirements of Employees in Outlying Field Offices).

Descriptive Data on Respondents

The first series of questions in the interview schedule
was designed to elicit certain background information concerning
the individuals in the sample that might eventually prove useful
in evaluating and interpreting the responses'to other questions.
This backgroupd information, characterizing the Design Branch
personnel, is shown in Table4 1, 2, and 3. About one out of
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.vcrv six id ýiidui - ia:; worked for 01v SavantLah District for
5 yc.,,rs or lcu;s; ,tw nt ý,e-third for 6 to 10 years; and over
ont-ii.ilf for morL' thil 10 vct,,rs. Approximately 60 percent

ot the mndividuak ;,,re CS-12'.i, over 10 percent are GS-13's
O1r above, and almost '10 percent are GS-ll's or below.

Roughly one-fourth of thn iundividuals are under 35 years
of age or younger; one-fourth are 36 to 45 years old; and
the rematnng one-half are over 45.

Table 1. Number of Years Employed by Savannah District

F %

5 years or less 8 16
6 - 10 years 16 31
11 - 20 years 24 47
21 years or more 3 6

TOTALS 51 100

Table 2. Present CS Ratings

F _%

GS-I1 or below 15 29
GS-12 30 59
CS-13 or above 6 11

TOTALS 51 99

Table 3. Age of Respondents

F %

27 - 30 years old 6 11
31 -35 years old 6 11
36 - 45 years old 13 25
46 - 50 -ears old l2 24
51 years or more 14 17

TOTALS 51 98
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General Use of NIformation on Vendors' Products, E.•uipinent, M:itcriils,
ind Sp•je_

As indicated in Table 4, over 80 percent of tih int-rviewees use
information on vendors' products, equipment. matcrials, and supplies
in connection with their work in the Savannah District.

Table 4. Use of Information on Venjor:' Products

F %

Do use this kind of information 42 82
Do not use this kind of information 9 18

TOTALS 51 100

The most frequently used categories of vendors' catalogs,
as cited by the respondents, are listed in Table 5.

Table 5. Most Frequently Used Categories of Vendors' Catalogs

F

Electrical and electronic equipment; lighting and
lighting fixtures 13

General: construction materials, building materials,
structural materials, architectural materials 12

Metals and metal products 11
Pumps, pipes, vilves 10
Air conditioning, heating equirment 8
Mechanical components 6
Doors, windows, frames, glass 5
Power transmission equipment 4
Concrete, masonry products; asphalt 4
Hydraulic components 4
Power plants, turbines 3
Cranes and hoists 3
Heavy electrical equipment 2
Water treatment equipment 2
Motors 2
Fini '. 2
Ceramics 1
Plants and shrubs 1
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As shown in Table 6, almost two-thirds of the respondents
rely most frequentlv on the catalogs and other forms of literature
furnished by vendors for information on products, equipment, and
materials; 10 percent most frequelitl~ contact vendors directly,
either bv telephone or irv letter.

Table 6. Most FregnentLy Used Source of lnformation on
Vendors' Products

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
Vendor-furnished catalogs and literature 32 63
Direct contact with vendor 5 10
Past job specifications 3 6
I.isc. responses (i.e., "staff obtains

information for me") 2 4

TOTALS 51 101

Use of VSMF Systam for Vendor CataloE Information

Since the installation of the VSMF system, with vendor
catalog files, in the Savannah District approximately one year
prior to the survey, almost 60 percent of the respondents have
used or tried to find information they needed on vendors' products
at least one time, as shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Respondents Who Have or Have Not Used the VSMF
Vendor Catalog Files

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
Have used or tried to use the files one

or more times 29 57
Have never tried to use these files 13 25

TOTALS 51 100

The 25 perceitt of the respondents who have never tried to
use the VSMF files for information on vendors' products stated
that they had not done so for the reasons listed in Table 8.
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Table 8. Reasons for Non-Use of VSMF FilUS for Vendors'
Product Information

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Have used these files) (29) (57)
Hard copy catalogs are quicker 2 4
Doesn't provide color and texture 2 4
Lacks pricing information 2 4
Index inadequate 2 4
More information in hard copy catalogs 2 4
No reason in particular 2 4

My need for vendor information long
preceded their installation of
this equipment 1 2

TOTALS 51 101

More than half (27) of the respondents had actually used
the VSMF vendor catalog files during the six months preceding
the survey. Frequency of usage during this period is shown in
Table 9. This table shows that about one out of three respondents
(16) used the files three times or less per month, but one out
of five respondents (11), four or more times per month.'

Table 9. Frequency of Use of VSMF Vendor Catalog

Files During Past Six Months

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Have never used these files) (13) (25)
(Have not used these files in past

six months) (2) (4)
Less than once a month 7 14
1 - 3 times a month 9 18
4 - 7 times a month 6 12
8 - 13 times a month 5 10

TOTALS 51 101
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The predominant use of the VSMF vendor catalog files is for
performing searchc:, rather than for ready reference or quick look up
of 1 spec'fic item or fact. As shown in Table 12, use of the VSMF
system for the latter purpose appears comparatively insignificant.

Table 12. Use of VSMF Files for Quick Reference and for

Searches

F _

(Do not use this kinds of information) (9) (18)
(Have never used these files) (13) (25)
(Have not used these files in past

six months) (2) (4)
Use the files mainly for quick look up

or reference 4 8
Use these files mainly for searches 16 31
About 50-50 7 14

TOTALS 51 100

One-third of the respondents (17), but almost two-thirds
of the 27 respondents who had actually used the VSMF vendor catalog
files during the past six months, encountered information in the
files that was not up-to-date (Table 13).

Table 13. Instances When VSMF Vendor Catalog Files

Were Out-of-Date

F _

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(P'ave never used these files) (13) (Z5)
(Have not used these Ziles in past

six months) (2" (4)
Have found instances when information

was not up--to-date 17 33
Have not encountered any out-of-date

conditions 10 20

TOTALS 51 100
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From Table 14, it can be seen that the majority of users
of the VSMF vendor catalog files usually employ the microfilm reader-
printer (as opposed to the satellite viewers) in order to obtain
printouts to take back to their desks.

Table 14. Use of Hard Copy Printout from VSMF

Vendor Catalog Files

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Have never used these files) (13) (25)
(Have not used these files in past

six months) (2) (4)
Usually need a printout copy 14 27
Usually satisfied with display of

the information 6 12
About 50-50 7 14

TOTALS 51 100

Twenty-five percent of the respondents (12 persons, or
about 45 percent of the actual system users) expressed dis-
satisfaction with the equipment's location. Their predominant
concern was to obtain more privacy for the central reader-printer
and to get the reader-printer and files away from the present
heavy traffic aisle in the Design Branch (Tables 15 and 16).

Table 15. Degree of Satisfaction with Locations

of VSMF Equipment and 'Files

F

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Have never used these files) (13) (25)
(Have not used these files in past

six months) (2) (4)
Satisfied with locations 15 29
Not satisfied with locations 12 24

TOTALS 51 100
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One-quarter of the respondents spent, on the average, less
than one hour per month in using the VSMF vendor catalog files
during the six months preceding the survey. During the same period,
another one-quarter spent from one to four hours per month using
these files, as shown in Table 10.

Table 10. Time Spent in Using VSMF Vendor Catalog Files
During Past Six Months

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Have never used these files) (13) (25)
(Have not used these files in past six months) (2) (4)
Less than 1 hour per month 13 25
1 - 2 hours per month 7 14
3 - 4 hours per month 6 12
More than 4 hours per month 1 2

TOTALS 51 100

The respondents mentioned several occasions (listed in Table
11) in which they found certain categories of VSMF catalog information
to be limited or incomplete.

Table 11. Categories of VSMF Vendor Catalog Information
Found to Be Limited or Incomplete

F z

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Have never used these files) (13) (25)
(Have not used these files in past six months) (2) (4)
No instances enccuntered when information was

limited or incomplete 8 16
Finishing materials 3 6
Paints and coatings 4 8
Instrumentation; VSMF has mostly laboratory

equipment 2 4
Gypsum wallboard 1
Electrical equipment 3 6
Heavy equipment 1 2
Doors 2 4
Pipe couplings 2 4
Fire doors and vaults 1 2

TOTALS 51 101
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Table 16. Recommendations and Comments on
Location of VSIIF Equipment

Need a separate room for more
privacy 6

The reader-printer is badly located
in a traffic aisle 5

Not enough space to move the
satellite equipment around 4

Equipment should be or a table
in the middle of the Section I

Central station with VSMF operator
is needed 1

At present, problems in getting access to the system,
because the equipment and files are already in use, seem in-
significant. More serious concerns are the respondents' expressed
unfamiliarity with the indexes and how to use them; their complaints
about the file arrangement of the catalogs in the microfilm and the
need to pass the film mechanically through the readers instead of
having the desired frames brought to view automatically; and
problems with poor equipment maintenance (Tables 17 and 18).

Table 17. Problems in Getting Access to
the VSMF Files and Equipment

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(have never used these files) (13) (25)
(Have not used these files in past

six months) (2) (4)
Files are occasionally in use when

I need them 2 4
No problems 25 49

TOTALS 51 100
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Table 18. Problems Encountered La Use of the

VSMF Files, Indexes, and Equipment

F

Trouble with using or knowing how to
use the indexing 10

A problem Is having to go to a number
of cartridges to find wanted items;
too many cartridges to lock through 5

Equipment should be automat ic
selection to bring up the desired
frame 4

Equipment maintenance is pooi 4

Only two :espondents had had previous experience in using
a microfilm system and in both cases, that experience was in
using microfiche, as indicated in Table 19.

Table 19. Respondents' Experieace with Systems

Similar to VSMF Vendor Catalog Files

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
No previous experience with using a

microfilm system 40 78
Have had previous experience with a

related system (microfiche) .2 4

TOTALS 51 100

Use of Hard Copy Vendors' Catalogs

Slightly more than eight out of every ten of the Design
Branch respondents use vendors' catalogs in hard copy form in
connection with their work in the Savannah District. Alu, st
70 percent (seven out of ten) had used these catalogs during
the six months preceding the survey. For about half of these
latter individuals, usage ranged from less than once a month
to about three times a week. Usage among the other half ranged



from once to more than twiCL daily. Approximately half of these
individuals spent 2 hours or less per month in using the hard
copy catalogs; one-fourth spent 3 to 6 hours per month; and
another fourth spent 10 tLo 20 or more hours per month. (See
Tables 20, 21, and 22.)

Table 20. Respondents' Use of Hard Copy Vendors'
Catalogs During Past Six Months

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
Have not used hard copy catalogs in past six months 7 14
Have used hard copy catalogs in past six months 35 69

TOTALS 51 101

Table 21. Frequency of Use of Hard Copy Catalogs
During Past Six Months

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Have not used catalogs in past six months) (7) (14)
Less than once a month 6 12
1 - 3 times a month 5 10
4 - 13 times a month 6 12
20 - 40 times a month (once or twice a day) 7 14
More than twice daily 11 22

TOTALS 51 102

Table 22. Time Spent in Using Hard Copy Catalogs
During Past Six Months

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Have not used catalogs in past six months) (7) (14)
Less than 1 hour per month 8 16
1 - 2 hours per month 10 2(
3 - 4 hours per month 4 8
5 - 6 hours per month 4 8
10 - 12 hours per month 6 12
20 or more hours per month 3 6

TOTALS Si 102
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Three out ci every five individuals who made use of the hard
copy catalog v olldtio:; dli'ing the six months preceding the survey
have encountered il,•t.MiCes wh110 coverage of needed information was
incomplete or unsaL sfactory and %dhen the information available
In the catalogs Wd'.; out -of-date, as slo,mn in Tables 23 and 24.

Table 23. Areas Whert Hard Copy Catalogs Were Found
to Be Incornplcte or Unsatisfactory

F

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Have not used catalogs in past six months) (7) (14)
No instances encountered where catalog

information was limited or incomplete 14 27
Specialty or infrequently used item: 8 16
Electrical products and equipment 3 6
Heating and air conditioning equipment 2 4

Heavy equipment 2 4
Finishing materials 2 4
Concrete pipe and products 2 4
Refuse containers and equipment 1 2,
Lighting 1 2

TOTALS 51 I01

Table 24. Instances Where Hard Copy Catalogs
Have Been Found Out-of-Date

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Have not used catalogs in past six months) (7) (14)
Catalogs kept up-to-date satisfactorily 15 29
Have encountered instances when catalogs were

not satisfactorily up-to-date 20 39

TOTALS 51 100
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As shown in Table 25, the majaority, of the re,3tIun(lenIs ti"u

the hard copy catalogs for quic~k refercuco or icoi( up purpose -

not for information searches - and they usually xwed to take the
catalogs back to their desks to use them, as 6pposed to using
them in proximity to 0here the catalogs are shelved (Table 26).'

Table 25. Use of Hard Copy Catalogs for Quick

Reference and forSearchŽs

F

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) 1(18)
(Have not used catalogs in post six

months) ( Q) (14)
Use the catalogs mrnly for'quiek I I .'

look., up ! 21 41
Use the catalogs nmiinly tor searches 7 14
About,50-50 7 14

TOTALS 51 101

Table 26. Where the RPespondents Usually
Use the Catalogs

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Have not used catalogs In past six

F months) (7) (14)

Usually need to take catalog back to
my desk 26 51

Usually look up information on the
spot 4, 8

About 50-50, at my desk or at the ,
shelves where the catalogs are
located 4 8

My staff gets the information for me 1 •.2_

TOTALS 51 101

F',
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There is general satisfaction wiWI the present shelf
locations of the catalog,; (Table 27). Even though shelf space
is limited in some cases, the users find the catalogs conve-
niently at hand and emphatically'would not like them removed to
the library for centralized maintenance (Table 28).

Table 27. Satisfaction with Locations of
Hard 'ipy Catalogs

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Have not used catalogs hi past six months) (7) (14)
Satisfied with locations of catalogs 33 65
Not satisfied with locations of catalogs 2 4

TOTALS 51 101

Table 2,s. Recommendations and Comments on

Lo'ations of Hard Copy Catalogs

F

Catalogs are as convenient as they can be;
would not like to have them moved to library 18

Space and arrangement is limited 5
No specific recommendations or comments 12

The users have some problems in getting access to needed
catalogs - when other persons are using them or when they have
to take the time to go to anothei" Section for a wanted item
(Table 29). But more serious user problems are encountered
because catalogs are sometimes not available in any of the
Sections, particularly catalogs dealing with infrequently used
items and because the catalogs are either not up-to-date or
the user is not certain whether the catalogs are up-to-date.
The respondents also comment adversely on the indexing systems
used in the catalogs; these systems vary from catalog to catalog
and are sometimes hahly inadequate or a:•e otherwise difficult to
understand and use (Table 30).
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Table 29. Problems in Getting Access to
Hard Copy Catalogs

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Have not used catalogs in past six months) (7) (14)
Other persons are sometimes using the catalogs

I need 7 14
Takes time to get a catalog that is kept in

another Section 3 6
No specific problems 25 49

TOTALS 51 101

Table 30. Problems Encountered in Using or Trying
to Make Use of Catalogs

F

Information not up-to-date or I don't know if
it is up-to-date 13

Don't have catalogs covering infrequently used
or low volume items 11

Catalogs not available 9
Indexing systems hard to use; other indexing

problems 6
Cost data incomplete 4
Miscellaneous 4

Slightly more than half of the respondents who use vendors'
catalogs in connection with their work have personal collections
at their desks (Table 31). Half of these collections are com-
paratively minor in size - nio more than 10 catalogs; but the other
personal collections are more sizeable, containing from 15 to 30
or more catalogs (Table 32).

Table 31. Personal Files or Collections of Catalogs

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
Do not keep a personal collection of catalogs 20 39
Do keep a personal collection of catalogs 22 43

TOTALS 51 100
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Table 32. Size of Personal Catalog Collections

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Do not keep a personal collection) (20) (39)
Less than 5 catalogs 5 10
5 - 10 catalogs 6 12
15 - 20 catalogs 5 12
30 or more catalogs 2 4
Not specific 3 6

TOTALS 51 101

Host Recent Use of Vendor Catalog Information

In an attempt to gain insights into the respondents' customary
practices with re3ard to obtaining and making use of information
on vendors' products, equipment, materials, and supplies, each
respondent was asked to recall the most recent occasion when he had
a need to look for or try to obtain such information in connection
with his work. Thirty-two of the respondents (three-quarters of
those who do use this kind of information) were able to recall
such an occasion. Analyses showed that in three out of five cases,
the information sought was a simple fact, im-'ying a quick look up
or quick reference problem. In the remaining two out of five
cases, a more extensive search problem was posed (Table 33).

Table 33. Most Recent Occasion When Vendor

Product Information Was Sought

F %

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
Can't recall an occasion 10 20
Quick reference question 19 37
Search question 13 25

TOTALS 51 100
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Three out of five rL.•pondents (20 individuals) first tried
the hard copy catalogs, while one out of five (7 individuals) tried
the VSMF system, three respondents telephoned the manufacturers
directly, and two resorted to old project drawings (Table 34).
Their reasons for going to these various sources first were
primarily that the sources were convenient or that they were
already familiar with the initial sources chosen. Five respon-
dents tried the VSMF system initially because they wanted
to try out the system (Table 35).

Table 34. First Source Tried for Vendor Information

F %

(Don't use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Can't recall recent instance) (10) (20)
Hard copy catalogs 20 39
VSMF sys tern 7 14
Telephoned manufacturer 3 6
Old project drawings 2 4

TOTALS 51 101

Table 35. Reasons for Going to the First Source Initially

F %

(Don't use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Can't recall recent instance) (10) (20)
Host convenient source 9 18
Host familiar source; the usual source 8 16
Quickest source to use 3 6
Knew the infcrmation was there 4 8
Wanted to try VSMF files 5 10
No other alternative 2 4
Most reliable 1 2

TOTALS 51 102
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In four out of five cases, the respondents spent one-half
hour or less trying to get th. needed information from the first
source used; the remainder spent one, two, or more hours (Table 36).
About half of the respondents were successful in getting the
information they needed from the first source, but the remainder
were unsatisfied (Table 37).

Table 36. Time Spent in Trying to Get Information
from First Source

F

(Do not use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Can't recall recent instance) 1l0) (20)
15 minutes or less 16 31
20 - 30 minutes 10 21
60 120 minutes 4 8
More than 120 minutes 2 4

TOTALS 51 101

Table 37. Adequacy of Information Obtained from

First Source

F i

(Don't use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Can't recall recent instance) (10) (20)
Obtained all of the information I

needed 17 33
Detziled data was not given 2 4
Inadequate coverage of the product

information needed 13 25

TOTALS 51 100

Table 38 lists the second sources tried by 15 of the
respondents, with five trying the hard copy catalogs, four trying
the VSHF files, four contacting the manufacturers or suppliers,
and two resorting to Sweets' Catalog. Familiarity with the source
was the principal reason given for the selection of the second
source; however, three respondents did aim to use the VSMF system
to verify information they had obtained from their first source
(Table 39).
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Table 38. Second Source Tried for Vendor Information

F %

(Don't use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Can't recall recent instance) (10) (20)
(Obtained information from first

source) (17) (33)
Manufacturer's catalogs 5 10
VSMIF system 4 8
Contacted suppliers/dealer 4 8
Sweets' catalog 2 4

TOTALS 51 101

Table 39. Reasons for Going to Second Source

F %

(Don't use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Can't recall recent instance) (10) (20)
(Obtained informaation from first

source) (17) (33)
Familiar source 8 16
Verify with information in VSMF

system 3 6
Reputable supplier 2 4
Satisfy supervisor 2 4

TOTALS 51 101

Eight of the 15 individuals spent 15 minutes or less in
using the second source they selected; the remain!..g seven spent
20 minutes to an hour (Table 40). Ten of the individuals obtained
the information they needed from the second source tried, but
five (one-third) were unsatisfied (Table 41).
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Table 40. Time Spent Ln Trying to Get Information
from Second Source

F

(Don't use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Can't recall recent instance) (10) (20)
(Obtained information from first

source) (17) (33)
15 minutes or less 8 16
20 - 30 minutes 5 10
60 minutes 2 4

TOTALS 51 101

Table 41. Adequacy of Information Obtained from

Second Source

F z

(Don't use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Can't recall recent instance) (10) (20)
(Obtained information from first

source) (17) (33)
Obtained the information needed 10 20
Inadequate coverage of product

information needed 4 8
Lacked sufficient detail 1 2

TOTALS 51 101
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The five unsatisfied individuals tried a third source:
three tried the VSMF system and two contacted suppliers directly
(Table 42), but all because they did not know of any other source
tc try (Table 43).

Table 42. Third Source Tried for Vendor Information

F

(Don't use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Can't recall recent instance) (10) (20)
(Obtained information from first

source) (17) (33)
(Obtained information from second

source) (10) (20)
VSMF system 3 6
Contact with suppliers 2 4

TOTALS 51 101

Table 43. Reasons for Going to Third Source

F

(Don't use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Can't recall recent instance) (10) (20)
(Obtained information from first

source) (17) (33)
(Obtained information from second

source) (10) (20)
Didn't know of any other source 5 10

TOTALS 51 101

Of these five individuals, two spent one-half hour, two
spent one hour, and one spent four hours in trying to get the
information they needed from the VSMF system or from suppliers
(Table 44). Two still were unable to get all of the information
they wanted from this third attempt (Table 45).
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Table 44. Time Spent lI Trying to Get information
from Third Source

F %

(Don't use tiis kind of information) (9) (18)
(Can't recall recent instance) (10) (20)
(Obtained information from first

source) (17) (33)
(Obtained information from second

source) (10) (20)
30 minutes 2 4
60 minutes 2 4
240 minutes 1 2

TOTALS 51 101

Table 45. Adequacy of Information Obtained from
Third Source

F %

(Don't use this kind of information) (9) (18)
(Can't recall recent instance) (10) (20)
(Obtained information from first

source) (17) (33)
(Obtained information from second

source) (10) (20)
Obtained information from third

source 2 4
tem not manufactured 1 2

Not enough detail 1 2
No additional information available 1 2

TOTALS 51 101
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Use of Military and Fedcrail Specificat.'ons

Eighty percent of the Design Branch respondents have need
to use Military and Federal Specifications in connection with their
work; the remaining 20 percent indicated that they never use
these specifications (Table 46). Most frequently, the majority of
the users obtain the specifications they need from the Specifications
Unit, but about one-third of the users obtain needed spe,'fications
within their own Sections (Table 47).

Table 46. Use of Military and Federal Specifications

F

Never have need for Military and
Federal Specifications 10 20

Have need for MJlitary and Federal
Specifications in connection with
my work 41 80

TOTALS 51 100

Table 47. Most Frequently Used Source of Military and

Federal Specifications

F %

(Never have need for Military and

Federal Specifications (10) (20)
Specifications Unit 23 45
Within own Section 14 27
Personal file 2 4
VSMF files 2 4

TOTALS 51 100

Use of VSMF System for Military and Federal Specifications

One-third of the respondents who need Military and Federal
Specifications in connection with their work have ised or tried
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to use the VSMF system at least once since the installation of
the system in the Savannlah District (Table 48). Among those who
need these specifications, but have never tried the VSMF system,
13 individuals (about one-third of the total number of actual
users) feel that the "old way" is adequate and have thus had no
incentive to try the VSMF system. A few, five persons, were
unaware that these VSMF specifications files were available for
their use (Table 49).

Table 48. Use of VSMF System for Military and

Federal Specifications

F

(Never need these specifications) (10) (20)
Have used or tried to use these files

one or more times 14 27
Have never tried to use these files 27 53

TOTALS 51 100

Table 49. Reasons for Non-Use of VSMF System for
Military and Federal Specifications

F

(Never need these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have used these files one or more

times) (14) (27)
The old way is adequate 13 25
Did not know files were available 5 10
Rarely have need for these

specifications 5 10
Files just recently installed 2 4
VSMF files are limited in area of
heavy equipment specifications 1 2

System is a bottleneck and poorly
indexed 1 2

TOTALJS 51 100

Among those individuals who do use the VSMF Military and
Federal Specifications file, frequency of use, for the most part,
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is less than once a month and the amount of time spent by most
of the individuals in using these VSMF files is less than one
hour per month (Tables 50 and 51).

Table 50. Frequency of Use of VSMF System for
Military and Federal Specifications
During Past Six Months

F %

(Never need these specifications) (10) (20).
(Have never used these files) (27) (53)
Less than once a month 8 16
1 time per month 3 6
2 - 3 times per month 2 4
8 times per month 1 2

TOTALS 51 101

Table 51. Time Spent in Using VSMF Military and
Federal Specifications Files During
rast Six Months

F %

(Never need these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have never used these files) (27) (53)
Les3 than 1 hour per month 8 16
1 hour per month 4 8
2 hours or more per month 2 4

TOTALS 51 101

Apparently, the respondents did not find the Military and
Federal Specifications in the VSMF files to be out-of-date or
incomplete (Tables 52 and 53).

Table 52. Completeness of VSMF Military and
Federal Specifications

F

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have never used these files) (27) (53)
Have found these files complete 12 24
Don't remember 2 4

TOTALS 51 101
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Table 53. Instances When VSMF Military and Federal
Specifications Were Found Out-of-Date

F %

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have never used these files) (27) (53)
Haven't found any out-of-date 11 22
Morc up-to-date than anything else
we have 1 2

Don't remember 2 4

TOTALS 51 101

Roughly about half of the users usually obtain a hard copy
printout of the specifications they need from the VSMF files, while
the remaining users are satisfied simply with" the display of the
specifications (Table 54).

Table 54. Use of Hard Copy Printout from VSMF
Military and Federal Specifications Files

F %

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have never used these files (27) (53)
Usually satisfied with the display

of the information 5 10
Usually need a printout copy 5 10
Need a printout copy becaL.te display

is not clear enough 1 2
About 50-50 3 6

TOTALS 51 101

The major problem expressed by the users was their lack of
familiarity, as yet, with the VSMF Military and Federal Specifications
system, as indizated in Table 55.
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Table 55. Problems in Use of VSMF Military and
Federal Specifications System

F %

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have never used these files) (27) (53)
No specific problems 4 8
Takes longer to find specification

than when I use hard copy 1 2
Not sufficiently familiar with the

system yet 9 18

TOTALS 51 101

Use of Hard Copy Files of Military and Federal Specifications

Seven out of eight users had made use of the hard copy
files of Military and Federal Specifications during the six months
preceding the survey (Table 56). The files or collections of
specifications used most of the time were those located in the
Specifications Unit or in the individual's own Section (Table 57).

Table 56. Use of Hard Copy Files of Military and Federal
Specifications During Past Six Months

F %

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
Have not used the hard copy

specification files during
past six months 5 10

Have used the hard copy specification
files during past six months 36 71

TOTALS 51 101
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Table 57. Locations of Hard Copy Collections of
Military and Federal Specifications
Respondents Use Most of the Time

F %

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have not used &he hard copy

specifications during past six
months) (5) (10)

Use those located in the Specifications
Unit most of the time 19 37

Use own Section's collection most of
the time 14 27

Use my own personal collection most
of the time 3 6

TOTALS 51 100

Among the 36 individuals who had actually used the hard copy
specifications during the six months preceding the survey, approx-
imately one-third used them, on the average, less than once a
month and approximately one-third used them one to three times a
month. Only two individuals averaged daily or twice daily usage
(Table 58). The amount of time that the users spent, in the
average month, in trying to locate needed Military and Federal
Specifications is shown in Table 59. Most averaged one hour or
less per month.

Table 58. Frequency of the Use of Hard Copy
Military and Federal Specifications
During Past Six Months

F %

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have not used these specifications in

past six months) (5) (10)
Less than once a month 13 25
1 time per month 6 12
2 - 3 times per month 6 12
4 times per month 9 18
20 - 40 times per month 2 4

TOTALS 51 101
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Table 59. Time Spent in Trying to Find Military
and Federal Specifications in Hard Copy
Collections During Past Six Months

F %

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have not used these specifications

in past six months) (5) (10)
Less than 1 hour per month 20 39
1 hour per month 11 22
2 hours per month 4 8
8 hours per month 1 2

TOTALS 51 101

Most users have found the hard copy Military and Federal
Specifications files complete enough for their needs; but one-
third encountered occasions wh•en wanted specifications were not
in stock (Table 60). One-quarter of the users have encountered
instances when needed specifications were out-of-date (Table 'I).

Table 60. Instances When Hard Copy Military and
Federal Specifications Have Been Found
Incomplete

F %

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have not used these specifications

in past ix months) (5) (10)
Have found files complete enough for

my needs 23 45
Occasionally find one not iR stock 13 25

TOTALS 51 100
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Table 61. Instances When Hard Copy Military and
Federal Specifications Have Been Found
Out-of-Date

F Z

'Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have not used these specifications

in past six months) (5) (10)
Have found them satisfacorily up-to-

date; no problems 27 53
Have encountered out-of-date

specifications 9 18

TOTALS 51 101

One-quarter of the users' needs for information from Military
and Federal Specifications is usually satisfied by a simple look up
of the specification, whereas the majority usually need a copy of
the specification to work with (Table 62).

Table 62. Where the Respondents Usually Use the Hard
Copy Military and Federal Specifications

F

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
.(Have not used these specifications

in past six months) (5) (10)
Usually have to take the specification

back to my desk 25 49
Usually just look up the specification 9 18
About 50-50 2 4

TOTALS 51 101

Most Recent Use of Military and Federal Specifications

Thirty-four of the users recalled the most recent occasion
when they had need for a particular Military or Federal Specification.
The kinds of specifications that these individuals needed are
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summarized in Table 63. In half the cases, the users needed the
specifications simply for checking purposes; but in the other half
of the cases, the specifications were needed for incorporation into
a design project or a job specification (fable 64).

Table 63. Categories of Military and Federal Specifications
Needed on Most Recent Occasion for Use

F _

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have not used these specifications in

past six months) (5) (10)
Finishing materials 12 24
Mechanical equipment 8 16
Electrical equipment 6 12
Structural equipment 6 12
Miscellaneous 2 4
Can't recall 2 4

TOTALS 51 102

Table 64. Purposes for Which Military and
Federal Specifications Were Needed i

F %

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have not used these specifications

in past six months) (5) (10)
Referred to specifications to check

contractor's conformance 10 20
Needed specification for a design

project 8 16
Preparing a job specification 8 16
Check a guide specification reference 7 14
Miscellaneous 3 6

TOTALS 51 102

Only four individuals tried to use the VSMF reader-printer
located in the Design Branch as their initial source for the
specification needed (Tables 65 and 66).
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Table 65. First Sources Tried for Military
and Federal Specifications

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have not used these specifications.

in past six months) (5) (10)
Hard copy specifications 32 63
VSMF files 4 8

TOTALS 51 101

Table 66. Location of First Source Tried

F
(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have not used these specifications

in past six months) (5) (10)
Criteria Section 14 27
Own Section's files 11 22
Personal files 6 12
VSMF reader-printer in Design Branch 4 8
Other 1 2

TOTALS 51 101

One-half of the individuals spent 5 minutes or less locating
the specifications they needed; one-quarter spent 10-15 minutes;
and the remainder spent from 20 minutes to an hour (Table 67).

Table 67. Time Spent in Trying to Find Military and
Federal Specifications from First Source

I z

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have not used these specifications

in past six months) (5) (10)
5 minutes or less 17 33
10 - 15 minutes 9 18
20 - 30 minutes 7 14
60 min-tes 3 6

TOTALS 51 101
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The respondents' stated reasons for going to the first source
initially are summarized in Table 68. Primarily, their reasons were
that this was the "usual procedure," that the first source was
"convenient," or that the first source was the "best source." Two
wished to try out the VSMF system.

Table 68. Reasons for Going to the First Source Initially

F

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have not used these specifications

in past six months) (5) (10)
Usual procedure 18 35
Convenient 9 18
Best source 6 12
Try out the VSMF system 2 4
Only source available 1 2

TOTALS 51 101

Five out of six respondents obtained the specifications or
the information they wanted from the first source; a few found only
some of the information needed; and one found an out-of-date
specification (Table 69). The latter five all tried the VSMF files
next (Table 70), where they found the information they wanted.

Table 69. Adequacy of Information Obtained from
First Source

F 3

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have not used these specifications

in past six months) (5) (10)
Obtained all of the information

needed 31 61
Obtained some of the information

needed 4 8
Obtained none of the information

needed (outdated) 1 2

TOTALS 51 101
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Table 70. Second Sources Tried for MiliLary
and Federal Specifications

F %

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have tiot used these specifications

in past six months) (5) (10)
(Obtained information from first

source) (31) (61)
VSMF files 5 10

TOTALS 51 101

Three of the five Individuals referred to above spent 5
minutes in obtaining the specification they needed from the VSMF
system, one spent 20 minutes, a:.d ore spent 30 minutes (Table 71).

Table 71. Time Spent in Getting Specification
from Second Source (VSMF Files)

(Never use these specifications) (10) (20)
(Have not used these 3pecifications

in past six months) (5) (10)
(Obtained information from first

source) (31) (61)
5 minutes 3 6
20 minutes 1 2
30 minutes 1 2

TOTALS 51 101

Use of OCE Guide Specifications

Eight out of ten respondents stated that they use OCE Guide
Specifications in connection with their work in the Savannah District
(Table 72). The OCE Guide Specifications that the majority of the
respondents use most of the time are located in the Criteria Section,
but one-third of the actual users indicated that they usually find
the specifications they need in their own Section's files or
collections (Table 73).
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Table 72. Use of OCE Guide Specifications
in Savannah District.Design Branch

F %

Do not use OCE Guide Specifications
in connection with my work 9 18

Do use OCE Guide Specifications in
connection with my work 42 82

TOTALS 51 100

Table 73. Locations Where Respondents Most
Frequently Go to Obtain Needed OCE
Guide Specifications

F %

(Do not use OCE Guide Specifications) (9) (I1)
Criteria Section 25 49
Own Section's files 14 27
My own personal file 3 6

TOTALS 51 100

Use of VSMF System for OCE Guide Specifications

Only two respondents stated that they had used the VSMF
system for OCE Guide Specifications (Table 74). However, it is
pointed out that these VSMF files had been installed in the
Savannah District only a very short time before the start of this
survey.

Table 74. Use of VSMF System for OCE
Guide Specifications S

F z

(Do not use these specifications) (9) (18)
Have never used VSMF system for these

specifications 40 78
Have used the VSMF system for these

specifications 2 4'

TOTALS 51 100
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Significantly, more than one-quarter of the respondents who
use OCE Guide Specifications were unaware that VSMF files containing
these specifications had been installed in the Design Branch (Table 75).
One-third of the users stated that, for their work, they need hard
copies of these specificationsfor mark-up purposes, indicating
that priuttouts from the VSMF WiLrofilm files would be unsatisfactory.

Table 75. Reasons for Non-Use of VSMF System

for OCE Guide Specifications

F %

(Do not use these specifications) (9) (18)
(Have used VSMF system for these

specifications) (2) (4)
Need hard copy to mark up 14 27
Unaware of availability 11 22
Haven't needed to use OCE Guide

Specifications since the in-
stallation of these VSMF files
(two months preceding the survey) 7 14

No particular reason 5 10
Unfamiliar wi-h equipment 3 5

TOTALS 51 101

Use of OCE Guide Specifications in Hard Cop

Almost nine out of ten individuals who =2ke use of OCE Guide
Specifications in connection with their work had used these speci-
fications during the six months preceding the survey (Table 76),
The frequency with which they used these specifications during
an average month is summarized in Table 77. For more than half of
these individuals, usage averaged two times or less per month.
Similarily, about half of these individuals spend one hour or less
trying to locate needed OCE Guide Specifications during an average
month (Table 78).
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Table 76. Respondents Using OCE Guide Specifications
in Hard Copy During Past Six Months

F %

(Do not use rnese specifications) (9) (18)
Have used OCE Guide Specifications

in past six months 37 73
Have not used these specifications

in past six months 5 10

TOTALS 51 101

Table 77. Frequency of Use of OCE Guide "'ecifications
During Past Six Months

F %

(Do not use these specifications) (9) (18)
(Have not used these specifications

in past six months) (5) (10)
Less than once a month 11 22
1 - 2 times a month 9 18
4 - 8 times a month 6 12
12 - 20 times a month 8 16
Don't know 3 6

TOTALS 51 102

Table 78. Time Spent in Finding OCE Guide Specifications

During Past Six Months

F Z

(Do not use these specifications) (9) (18)
(Have not used these specifications

in past six months) (5) (10)
Less than 1 hour a month 12 24
1 hour a month 7 14
2 hours a month 11 22
4 or more hours a wonth 4 8
Don't know 3 6

TOTALS 51 102
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Very few of the respondents' needs can be satisfied by a
simple look up of a wanted OCE Guide Specification; the great
majority of users state that they usually have to have a hard
copy of the specifications with which to work (Table 79).

Table 79. Where the Respondents Usually Use
the OCE Guide Specifications

F %

(Do not ve these specifications) (9) (18)
(Have not used these specifications in past six

months) (5) (10)
Usually have to have a copy to take back to my desk 32 63
Usually just look up the information I need 3 6
About 50-50 2 4

TOTALS 51 101

Instruction in Use of VSMF System

Eighty percent of the respondents had received some instruction
in the VSMF system and how to use it. Most received this instruction
at briefings held by VSMF sales representativesF. (See Tables 80 and 81.)

Table 80. Respondents Who Have Received Some
Kind of Instruction in VSMF System

F

Have received instruction 41 80
Have not received instruction 10 20

TOTALS 51 100

Table 81. Nature of Instruction Received
in VSMF System

(No instruction received) (10) (20)
Briefing by VSMF representatives 38 75
Informed briefing by colleagues 3

TOTALS 51 101
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SECTION XII: DESCRIPTION AND CUMIARISON OF THREE
COM11ERCIAL MICROFILM SYSTEMS

In this final section of the report, we present the results of study
Phase II, an investigation of three commercially available systems that
deal with vendor product information and specifications on microfilm.
These three systems are as follows:

Visual Search Microfilm File (VSIIF), available from
Information Handling Services, Inc., Division of Indian
Head, Inc.

Showcase Microfilm Library (SHL), available from the
Showcase Corporation

Automated Information Management (AIM), available from
Specialized Business Services, Inc.

We first give factual descriptions of the three systems - their
salient physical, technical, and operational characteristics, and their
costs - and their similarities and dissimilarities are compared and con-
trasted. Thereafter, the systems are examined in terms of their respon-
siveness to specific Savannah District requirements, as established during
Phase I of the study.

In an overall sense, the systems, regarded as totalities, are not
really "comparable," for each system has features or has services to offer
that are, if not unique, at least not common to the other two systems. This
complicates the task at hand, but even moreso the task of determining which
system might be best- or optimally-suited to a given situation or set of
informational requirements. Nevertheless, for present purposes, there are
certain fundamental system aspects that can be used as points for meaningful
comparisons. Therefore, in the descriptive information furnished under the
topical headings that follow, we focus our attention first on those areas
where common grounds for comparison can be found and thereafter describe the
unique or special features of each system in turn.

System Equipment

All three of the commerical services, VSMF, SML, and AIM, offer 16mm
microfilm installations; uniquely, VSM also offers 8Tmm installations.

The subs-criber to any VSMF 16mm microfile service may rent from VSMF,
as desired by the client, the Filmac 400 C reader-printer (3M Company) or the
Recordak Model PES reader-printer (Recordak Corporation). Subscribers to Srrn
service may rent a portable, desktop-size viewer, the VSMF Satellite II. S1"
services offers to its system subscribers, for rent only, the Filmac 400 C
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reader-printer. AIM also rents to its subscribers the
Filmac 400 C reade.-printer, but with a unique feature
installed, the "Libraphone." The "Libraphone", to be
discussed more fully !atLer in this report, is an integral
part of the AIM systems; briefly, it permits the sub-
scriber to make direct telephone inquiries to an AIM
information center in Rochester, New York, via leased
wire. Optionally, the "Libraphone" may be installed
on the subscribers existing microfilm apparatus.

The three services include in their rental prices
storage racks for filing and quick access to the microfilm
cartridges.

Space Requirements

Roughly, the VS__F, SHL, and AIM systems occupy the
same amount of space. In our first phase investigation
of the users of the VSMF system in the Savannah District,
it was found of paramount importance that the installation
be located away from aisles and heavy foot traffic areas,
but more preferably, in a small room or cubicle where
the users can have the privacy they want in using the
system. Under these conditions, a small cubicle of ap-
proximately 50 square feet will permit installation of
any of the 16im systems, with space enough for a small
table placed there for users' convenience.

Operation of Equipment

As indicated earlier in this Section, a subscriber
to any of the three services, VSMF, SHE, or AIM, has
several options with regard to microfilm reader or reader-
printer equipment. He may use the equipment he has on
hand, if any. He may rent equipment from the microfilm
service to which he subscribes. Or he may obtain any
other compatible equipment he desires according to his
requirements and the resources he has available. With a
very wide range of microfilm reader and reader-printer
equipments now commercially available and the range being
extended and improved year after year, point-by-point
comparisons among these many equipments are thus beyond
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the scope of this report. However, our findings during
the first phase of this study reemphasize several important
factors that are frequently overlooked, but should be con-
sidered by organizations which are faced with making
comparisons and selecting equipment for microfile installations.

First, it may be said that all microfilm reader and
reader-printer equipment in general use today is categorically
"easy to operate;" mainly it is a matter of degree of ease.
Our findings and the findings from other investigations
indicate that, from the user standpoint, many individuals
who have not been appropriately indoctrinated and familiarized
with the operation of newly-installed equipment will shy away
from the equipment and find it less than easy to operate -
probably more accurately trdnslated as "they are not at ease
with the equipment." Regardless of the kind of equipment
selected, the organization should plan on an appropriate
program of equipment instruction and familiarization that will
promote widespread and effective use of the system.

Second, it may be said that all microfilm reader and
reader-printer equipment is categorically "speedy to operate" -

passage of a reel of microfilm, even in the least automated
reader, is measured in seconds, not minutes, and production
of printout hard copies from all reader-printers in general
use takes but a few seconds. Nonetheless, our findings in the
Savannah District confirm the findings of other studies that
aggravation and impatience are by no means uncomoon among
users - at having to pass a reel of microfilm mechanically,
searching for the needed frames, and at the time it takes to
do so. From this it can obviously be inferred that the more
automatic the equipment and the faster the user may advance
a microfilm reel to the precise frame he needs, the more
satisfied the user will be and the easier it will be to
encourage use of the system.

Third, the reliability of the equipment, its trouble-
free history, and the ready availability of maintenance
service when breakdowns occur are essential factors in the
comparison and selection of equipment. The frustration of the
user who depends on the system but cannot, even temporarily,
get at the microfilmed information he needs is not hard to
Imagine. If it happens too frequently, we find, by analogy
to other situations, that the user seeks other sources and
media an, avoids the microfilm installation.
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Vendor Product Information

The VSMF microfilm service covering vendor product
information is titled the Building Products File/Spec-Data II
system; the comparable SML system is titled the Showcase
Microfilm Library for the Construction Industry (SML-C)and
the AIM system is titled the Automated Information Management
Microfilm Vendor Catalao S em II (AIM System II).

Thi VSMF Building Products File/Spec-Data II system con-
tains catalog data from approximately 3,600 manufacturers. The
system components, available in 16mm and 8mm configurations,
are a catalog section, an index by the manufacturers included
in the file, an index by brand names, and an index by product
characteristics. The latter index, called the Product Selector,
presents computer-generated data on the key characteristics
of competitive or similar products, arranged in side-by-side
order for comparison purposes.

In organization, this VSMF system employs the
Construction Specifications Institute 16-Division Uniform
Format for Construction Specifications. Subscribing organ-
izations have several options available to them: sub-
scription to all 16 Divisions, Divisions 1 - 9 only, Divisions
10 - 14 only, Divisions 1 - 14, or Divisions 15 - 16 only.
The Product Selector may be ordered separately, if the other
system components are not required.*

The SML-C system contains catalog data from roughly
4,000 vendors. The organization of the system also conforms
to the 16-Division Uniform Format, with information filmed
in product sequence for side-by-side comparison of competitive
or similar products. Available in a 16mm configuration only,
the index is arranged in four separate sections containing
a cross-referenced Uniform System Division listing, product
breakdown, trade names, and manufacturers listing.

A subscriber may obtain all 16 Divisions of the Uniform
System or may subscribe to each Division singly, according
to his needs. Division I (General Requirements) contains
Corps of Engineer Guide Specifications and "selected" other
specifications and standards. In all respects, the concen-
tration of emphasis of the SML-C system is specifically on

* This VSMF system also offers for organizations concerned with

process engineering, but at additional charge, a Process

Engine.ring Suyplement, containing catalogs from sovre 3,000
vendors, indexed by manufacturer and product. This Supplement
is not subscribed to by the Savannah District.
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the construction and architectural fields.

The AIM System 11 contains catalog information from some
8,000 vendors, with less emphasis atr tih moment on its coverage
of the construction and architectural fields, although this
area is being strengthened. Differing from the other two systems
covered in this report, the AIM System__ .1 is organized on a
catalog-by-catalog basis; information is not filmed in product
sequence for side-by-side comparisons. Indexing is by brand
name, manufacturer, and product type; the supplier, in his
indexing system, is building toward a series of microthesaur!,
each specially developed and tailored to the needs of a
specific field or environment.

All three of the SystUas beirn_ compared are updated on
a regularly-scheduled basis. The VSMF Building Products File/
Spec-Data II system is updated every six months. Updating data
for the SML-C systen is issued quarterly, with total refilming
performed annually. In the AIM System II, catalog updating is
sent out every week and the cumulative indexes are prepared and
issued monthly.

Subscribers may request, completely free of charge,
that additional catalogs be entered into the systems - by

special forms supplied to subscribers, in the case of the VSMF
and SML-C systems; by telephone in the case of the AIM System II.
The AIM System I Libraphone feature (unlimited-use-lea-sed wir-e
telephone link to an information center in Rochester, New York)
is encouraged for this purpose. When requesting that a catalog
be added, the AIM System II subscriber can also ask the in-
formation center to have the hard copy catalog or pertinent
portions of the catalog sent to him immediately for his interim
use, as part of the service.

All three system suppliers, are motivatei and geared to
obtaining up-to-date information from vendors and they attempt to
detect and remedy situations when incomplete information
is furnished. Purely promotional information on products is
screened from the inputs.

Specifications and Standards

Each of the three suppliers being discussed in this
report offer microfilm services in Military and Federal
Specifications and Standards and in OCE Guide Specifications.
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The VSMF Military and Federal Specifications File and
VSMF OCE" Guide Spec ifications File are available in both 16 mm
and 8mm configurations. The OCE Guide Specifications File is
programmed for semiannual. updating, the Military and Federal
Specifications File is updated every two months; however, "Hot
Specs" are sent to subscribers every 15 days. These are the
most recent changes and additions to the file, which are then
merged into tie first available regular addendum to the file.

As mentioned earlier in this Section, the SHL-C system
contains "selected" specifications and standards, including
OCE Guide Specifications; however, a separate 16mm microfilm
subscription service is available: the Showcase Microfilm
Library of Military Specifications and Standards for Construc-
tion (SML-MSC). The SML-MSC system is updated every six months;
in coverage, the specifications and standards pertain to con-
struction only.

The AIM System II makes available two services, each
of which can be subscribed to separately: AIM System II Micro-
film Military Specification System and AIM System II Microfilm
Military Standards System. Standards are updated every two
months; specifications are updated every week, with cumulative
indexes produced each month. Included in the subscription price
is a weekly printed bulletin of the previous week's new and
revised documents. Additionally, the service includes unlimited
use of the Libraphone direct telephone link with the information
center in Rochester, New York, whenever needed (e.g., to obtain
a copy of an obsolete specification not on the microfilm file).

Unique or Special Aspects of the Systems

Uader various of the fo-egoing topics in this Section of
the report, we have already alluded to several unique or special
features of the three commercial services being described. In
the following paragraphs out intent is to highlight and provide
added detail concerning the more significant of these features
and also to mention other pertinent aspects of the systems that
we have not yet discussed.
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VSMF BuildinZ Products File/Spec-Dati II System

By far the most outstanding component of this VSMF
system - and unique among the three systems described - is
the Product Selector. Computer-stored Information - essential
characteristics and parameters - pertaining to products are
printed out and microfilmed in "Product Selector Grids."
The Grids present the key data for all similar or competitive
products in the file in a side-by-side arrangement that
facilitates comparison of products and, within the limits
of the vendors represented in the system, identifies all
manufacturers or suppliers of the products. The user need
not go to the catalog section of the system until he has
determined which suppliers' products meet his basic
requirements. It is also emphasized that, in utilizing this
VSMF system, a user need only know one parameter or char-
acteristic of the product in which he is interested. When
he has found the product in the file all other key
characteristics and the specifications for the product
are listed there for him.

Another noteworthy and unique factor concerning this
VSMF system is its availability not only in 16mm configurations
but also in 8mm configurations. Where portability is an
overriding consideration, organizations may subscribe to
almost all components in 8mm files alone, as "Personal Data
Stations," or as auxiliary systems for the basic 16mm
stationary "Data Centers." VSMF 8mm Satellite 11 viewers
(without print capability) may be rented or purchased from
the supplier.

The VSMF Building Products File/Spec-Data II system
is updated every six months, whereas the other systems are
updated quarterly (SMI-C) or even more frequently (AIM
System 11). Net growth of the VSMF file for the foreseeable
future is expected to be about 600 vendors per update
cycle or about 1,200 vendors per year, with 3,600 vendors
already included as noted, since implementation of the
Building Products File early in 1970.

SHL-C System

A special characteristic of the SML-C service is its
almost exclusive concentration un collecting, organizing,
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and prescnting vendor product information for the use of the
construtct ion industry. In this, it is unlike the other two
commerical systems; th1 scope of products covered is narrower,
even though It does incltide data of use to Individuals other
than archiiects and engineers in the construction field.
With this narrower sco j,, of products covered, it may be
expected that coverage of the construction products that are
included will be more extensive.

The specially-developed thesaurus included in the
five-part index to the filee is apparently a valuable asset
to the users for performing searches of the files. The system
of cross-referencing among index terms appears highly developed
and comprehensive and specially tailored to the construction
indus t ry.

The SML-C system, as noted previously, is updated
every three months, which is more frequently than the VSMF
system but less frequently than the AIM system. With some
4,000 manufacturers of products for the building industry
already represented in the system, net growth is forecast
at about 400 new vendors; per year for the immediate future.

AIM System II

The Libraphone component of the AIM System II, already
mentioned earlier in this Seczion, is a unique and note-
worthy feature. The telephone is installed on the subscriber's
existir'g microfilm reader-printer equipment or on reader-
equipment rented or purchased from the AIM supplier. As
noted, the installation of this system gives the subscriber
unlimited direct voice link, via leased wire, with Specialized
Business Services', the supplier's information center in
Rochester, New York; this center is manned by trained
information specialists who stand ready to provide a number
of different services, such as the examples listed below:

1. Advice and assistance to any of the subscriber's
personnel in how to look up specific information
in the data files; or the information specialist
will find the wanted data and, if it is in the
system, will provide the user with the directions

necessary to locate it.

2. If vanted data is not in the system, the information
specialist will check to see if it is already
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in-process for the next update cycle and, if so,
will find the information needed, relay the
information, and mail a copy of the catalog data,
if d sired by the client.

3. Subscribers are encouraged to use the Libraphone
to request the addition of new catalogs to the
system; a user may also ask' to have an entire
hard copy catalog mailed to him - the inf6rmation
specialists will telephone the mianufacturer and
request that it be sent directly to the user.,

To date the organizations subscribing to this system,
utilize the service an averagejof 6.6 times daily, according
to the supplier. I I

At this writing, the supplier has just augmented the
Libraphone-information specialist service link with a Computer-
Assisted Product Search (CAPS) capabllity. Tle informationi
specialist at the supplier's information center Lakes the
product search request verbally over the Libraphone, punches
the inquiry into a data terminal,'on-line to the computer- ,

stored data bank, and, from aicathode ray tube (CRT) display
of the search results, reads back to ,the user the' exact
cartridge and odometer location of all information on the
product in question.

The AIM System II, with: some 8,000 'vendors - priqarily
industrial suppliers - represented in thelsystem, Is expected
to have a net growth of about 1,500 new vendois per year during
the next few years, with more emphasis being placed on building
products suppliers than has heretofore been the case. As
noted, AIM System II is updated more frequently than the other
two commercial systems discussed h~ere. Catalog data is updated
weekly, but the cumulative indexes are produced bimonthly.:
To overcome this discrepancy in the update cycles of the two
components, the subscriber makes use of hisiLibraphone service
to check most recent information in the sys'tem with the
supplier's information center in Rochester.

Subscription Costs for the Three Systems

Comparison of subscription costs among the three systems
under discussion is considerably complicated by the fact that
each supplier offers certain basic services, but in addition,

f
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a significant number of options and variations on options.
To avoid likely confusions, we compare, first, a basic micro-
film service from each of the three suppliers that will provide
the subscriber with both vendor product information and
specifications and standards, all in l6mm configurations. In
the comparisons below, the cost for rental or purchase of reader
or reader-printer equipment is omitted, since this is subject
to the desires of the subscriber3 and a number of other
variables, as noted earlier in this report.

No. of Annual
VSMF Units Rate

Building Products File (16mm) 1 $4,147
Military and Federal Spacifications (16mm)* 1 3i015

Total Annual Subscription: $7,162

No. of Annual
SML Units Rate

SML-C (Vendor Catalogs, 16mm) 1 $2,160
SML-HSC (Military and Federal Specifications,

16mm) 1 1J890

Total Annual Subscription: $4,050

No. of Annual
AIM Units Rate

AIM System II (Vendor Catalogs, 16mm) 1 $3,249
AIM System II (Military and Federal

Specifications, 16mm) 1 2,408
AIM System II (Military and Federal

Standards, 16mm) 1 427

Total Annual Subscription: $6,084

The foregoing information shows that, for the basic 16am
installations, the VSMF installation subscription rate is the
highest; the rate of the AIM installation is 85% of the VSMF
rate; and the rate of the SML installation is about 60% of that
of the VSMF rate.

* OCE Guide Specifications are free of charge.

i9
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The existing microfilm installations in the Savannah
District are supplied by VSMF. They include a stationary
VSMF 16mm Data Center, with l6mnm Building Products File and
Military and Federal Specifications, plus five satellite 8mm
Personal Data Centers with Building Products Files only.
The first phase of this investigation in the Savannah District
indicated that the number of satellite Centers could reason-
ably be reduced from five to two. Therefore, in our next
comparison which follows here, we show first what would be
the Savannah District's annual costs (excluding reader-
printer equipment) for a VSMF 16mm stationary Data Center
and two VSMF 8mm satellite Centers. Thereunder, we show
the annual subscription costs (again, excluding reader-
printer equipment) for the most nearly comparable SML and
AIM services.*

VSMF

No. of Annual
Data Center Units Rate

Building Products File (16mm) .- 1 $4,147
Military and Federal Specifications (16mm) 1 3,015

Satellite Centers (2)

Building Products File (8mm) 2 4,234

Total Annual Subscription: $11,396

* The reader is reminded that neither SML nor AIM supply 8mm

systems, therefore the satellite Centers from these two
suppliers are shown as 16mm systems in our cost comparisons
with the VSMF system.
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SML

No. of Annual
Data Center Units Rate

SML-C (Vendor Catalogs, 16mm) 1 $ 2,160
SML-MSC (Military and Federal

Specifications, 16mm) 1 1,890

Satellite Centers (2)

SML-C (Vendor Catalogs, 16mm) 2 ,20

Total Annual Subscription: $ 8,370

AIM

No. of Annual
Data Center Units Rate

AIM System II (Vendor Catalogs, 16mm) 1 $ 3,249
AIM System II (Military and Federal

Specifications, 16mm) 1 2,408
AIM System II (Military and Federal

Standards, 16mm) 1 427

Satellite Centers (2)

AIM S-rstem II (Vendor Catalogs, 16mm;
Auxiliary System without Libraphone
link) 2 4,210

Total Annual Subscription: $10,294

For the installations shown above, the annual subscription
rate is highest for the VSHF services, followed by the AIM services
(about 90% of the cost of the VSMF services), and then, by the SML
services (about 75% of the cost of the VS9 services).
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Respcynsiveness to Savannah District Reeuirements

All three of the commercial microfim systems under
discussion In this report contain valuable engineering data
and offer informational services highly beneficial to ar-
chitects, design engineerR, specifying engineers, and related
professions. Additionally, all three of the services are
continually striving, through improvements and new system
features, to make their systems more responsive to users'
actual needs. In fact, changes were introduced or were in
planning stages throughout the time that this report was
being prepared.

At any given point in their development, to evaluate
these three systems and rank them according to the relative
superiority of each is meaningless if done in vacuo. Rather,
each system must be examined and considered in light of what
is known about the environment in which the system is to
function - more specifically, the environment of the system
users and their needs.

In the present case, we are concerned with the three
competitive services and their relative suitability for
fulfilling users' requirements specifically in the Savannah
District, Corps of Engineers. Based on the results of the
survey of the users there, carried out during the first
phase of this study, it is concluded that the VSMF system,
the one presently installed in the District, is the service
best-suited to the needs of those users.

The fundamental reason for reaching this conclusion
is the vital matter of scope of coverage. The VSMF files,
in scope, are more all-inclusive than the other two systems;
beyond this, catalog inforrration from about 350 additional
suppliers is in the process of being included in the
system at the specific request of Savannah District users.
The SML system focuses more narrowly on catalog data (and
specifications and standards) for the construction
industry - this is, in fact, a special feature of the
SML system. Conversely, the AIM system is at present very
light in its coverage of construction and building products
information. In a manner of speaking, the SML and AIM
systems, in scope of coverage, may be considered opposites,
with neither matching the VSMF scope at present.
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As mentioned earlier in this report, the AIM system
has plans for strengthening its service in architecture, con-
struction, and allied fields. When that has been accomriished
the Savannah District may then 'find that the AIM installation
is technically as well as economically more advantageous and
better suited to District needs, particularly in view of the
forward-looking services that AIM offers through its Libraryhome
feature and its rapid response computer search capabilities.

SI
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